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The Legislative Council, which is composed of
six Senators,-six Representatives, plus the Speaker of
the House and the Majority Leader of the Senate, serves
as a continuing research agency for the legislature
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sessions, research activities are concentrated on the
study of relatively broad problems fomally proposed
by legislators, and the publication and distribution
of factual reports to aid in their solution.
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handle their PWD legialative pxobl•••• ReDorts and
memoranda both g1ve pertinent data~• the ~OZII of
facts, figures, arguments, and alternatives.
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To Members of the Forty-eighth Colorado General Assembly:
In accordance with House Joint Resolution No.
1033, passed by the First Regular Session of the Fortyeighth General Assembly, the Legislative Council submits for your consideration the accompanying report
pertaining to Legislative Procedures and Constitutional Revisions.
The Committee appointed by the Legislative Council to conduct the study reported its findings and
recommendations to the Legislative Council on November
8, 1971, and the Council accepted the report at that
time for transmission to members of the Forty-eighth
General Assembly.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Representative c. P. (Doc) Lamb
Chairman
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submits the accompanying report and recommendations.
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FOREWORD
House Joint Resolution No. 1033, 1971 regular session,
directed the Legislative Council to continue during 1971, the
study begun in 1966 conceming legislative processes and procedures in Colorado. The membership of the Committee appointed to carry out the assignment consisted of:
Rep. Harold McCo:anick
Chairman
Sen. Ted Strickland
Vice Chairman
Sen. Joe Calabrese
Sen. Allen Dines
Sen. George Jackson

Sen.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Sam Taylor
Tilman Bishop
Harrie Hart
Robert Jackson
Tony Mullen
Ralph Porter

Valuable assistance was given to the Committee by Mrs.
Comfort Shaw, Secretary of the Senate; Mrs. Lorraine Lombardi,
Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives; and Mr. Jim
Wilson, Mrs. Becky Lennahan, and Mr. Larry Bohning of the
Legislative Drafting Office. Mr. Rich Levengood, Senior Analyst for the Legislative Council, had primary responsibility
for the staff work and the preparation of this report and was
ably assisted by Mr. Dennis Jakubowski, Research Assistant.

November 5, 1971

Lyle C. Kyle
Director
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I,

Revision of Articles IV 1 V1 X1 and
XII of the Constitution

Modernization of the Leqi§lative Department
Background of Committee Revision
In the 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968 regular sessions of
the General Assembly, some 22 amendments to various sections
of the legislative article of the Constitution (Article V)
were introduced and considered. None of the proposals were
passed by the General Assembly, even though amendments to
several sections were introduced as many as three times during
this period. (These efforts do not include the initiated
amendments to sections 45, 46, 47, and 48 of Article Von legislative reapportionment and subdistricting.)
During the first two interim study periods of the Committee on Legislative Procedures, 1966 and 1967, considerable
discussion was devoted to making changes in those sections in
the Constitution which relate to the legislative process.
For instance, the Committee, in 1966 and 1967, recommended
that the Lieutenant Govemor be removed as presiding officer
of the Senate and that subject-matter restrictions on evenyear sessions be removed. This would have required an amendment to Article IV, Section 14.
In view of these previous efforts, the 1968 Committee
on Legislative Procedures undertook a complete review of
Article V and those sections of Article IV pertaining to legislative procedures. The Committee believed that it would be
logical to review the article in a more systematic and comprehensive manner than to continue to approach a revision of the
article in the same piece-meal fashion that had been the case
in prior interim studies. The 1968 Committee's effort were
embodied in S.C.R. No. 11 (1969 Session), which was ultimately
postponed indefinitely by the Senate Judiciary Committee.
The 1969 Committee on Legislative Procedures decided
at the outset of the 1969 interim study that a continuation of
the review should be undertaken in 1969, with the view toward
finalizing the 1968 Committee's revision and resolving recurring differences over some substantive issues.
s.C.R. No. 9, which contained the Committee's 1969 revision, was introduced in 1970. It failed to obtain the necessary two-thirds majority in the House after having passed
the Senate.
The Committee on Legislative Procedures again took the
matter up in the 1971 interim, and after having received sug-

gestions from other members of the legislature, the State
Treasurer, and others, the scope of the revision found in the
following pages was broadened somewhat to include amendments
to sections of Article IV, V, X, and XII in order to both
modernize and strengthen the legislative department.
Summary of Recommendations
General Sco9e• In the revision, amendments or_repealers are recommende for three sections of Article IV (Executive Department); 38 out of the 50 sections in Article V
(Legislative Department); one section in Article X (Revenue);
and two sections in Article XII (Officers). Article V received a section-by-section analysis and amendments were made
to the other three articles only to the extent that particular sections in each affected the legislative department.
The general approach was to streamline or modernize
various provisions in the above articles relating to the legisalture. other provisions, considered to be outdated or unnecessary in view of contemporary law or practices, were
recommended for repeal. Still other sections were thought to
need some substantive revision, particularly those pertaining
to the practices, processes, and operations of the General
Assembly. Examples of modernizing amendments, repealing outdated provisions, and substantative amendments on the legislative process follow •
(i) Mod-e-m-i--Zina.. Amendments. Sections 4 and 5. of
d
.
Artie 1 e V- cuzzenm zenz to ma1t1•memoer reoresent:ative an
senatorial districts with such districts being confined to
only one county. Since there are no longer multi-member district in Colorado and district boundaries follow precinct
lines, but not county boundaries, these sections were amended
to accord with the 1966 amendments to Sections 45 and 46 on
reapportionment which made these changes.

Another example of a modernizing change is found in
Section 16 of Article IV. The revised section consolidates
amendments to sections found in three different articles of
the Constitution in order to update the required financial
reporting practices followed by the State of Colorado. It
would, among other things, change the content of the report
of the State Treasurer to the Governor, by replacing the requirement to list the number and amount of each and every
warrant paid with the requirement·to report only the aggregate amount of all warrants paid, App~Oxim1t1ly l,i million
warrants are paid out annually, Also, the amendment would
permit the use of checks as well as warrants to pay state obligations.

-2-

(2) Repealing Outda'!td Provi1ion1. Section 37 provides that the power of cou s to change venue in civil and
criminal courts shall be exercised in the manner prescribed
by·law. But the Supreme Court was given authority to change
venue under the provision of Article VI, Section 21, as
amended in 1965. Thus, the section is outdated and no longer
necessary.
Section 25a provides for the eight hour dar in mines,
blast fumaces, smelters or other industries cons dered br
the legislature to be "injurious or dangerous to healt, 1 fe,
or limb." Federal and state law is already more inclusive
in this area and the Committee recommends ·its repeal.,.
(3) Substantive Amendment Affecting the Legislative
Process. Examples of amendments In this provision follows:
(1) Provision for the General Assembly to initiate
special sessions upon a two-third vote of the members of both
houses, g., upon petition of presiding officers and a majority
of the members. (Section 7, Article v.)
(2) The removal of subject-matter restrictions on
even-year sessions as provided by law. (Section 7, Article

v.)

(3) The removal of the Lieutenant Governor as presiding officer of the Senate when provided by law. (Sections 14
and 15, Article IV,)
(4) Eliminate the requirement that bills must be
signed by presiding officers in the presence of the house
over which they presiae. (Section 26, Article v.)
(5) Make restrictions on increasing members' salaries,
expense allowances, and rate of reimbursement per mile apply
onlr to the General Assembly that passed them. This amendment
wou d allow holdover Senators to receive such increases at the
conmencement of the next General Assembly or at the same time
as all other legislators. (Sections 6, 9, and 30 of Article

v.)
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PROVISIONS

ELECTORS

IN

DEPARTI-R;NT,

ARTICLES

IV,

AfR:NOINC

AND

V,

X,

RmA11'0

AND XII

OFTIIE

OONSTITIJTION OF TIIE ~'TATE OF COLORAI'O.

.!!. Resolved

ne

Forty-eighth

£}'._ the House of Representatives of the

General Assembly

of

~

the

of

Colorado,

the Senate concurring herein:
SECTION 1.
the

general

At the next general election for members of

assembly,

qualified electors of
approval

or

there
the

rejection,

shall

state
the

he

submitted

of Colorado,

following

to the

for

amendment

their
to

the

constitution of the state of Colorado, to wit:

ARTICLE IV
1

Section 14 of article IV of

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section

14.

the

constitution

of

the

Lieutenant-governor president of senate.

4

UNLESS m11ERWISE l'ROVIOED BY

5

shall

6

when the senate is equally divided.

7

!lllreaeMteRt--er--eis~MalifieatieR·-fFeffl••My--eatt,e--ef--tke

8

lieMteHMt-ievel"fteF;--er--wheR--ke--,kall-kele-tke-effiee-ef

9

ieverfter,·tkeR-tke-rre,ieeRt-rre-tel!IJ'leFe-ef-tke-,eftate-,kall

10

i,erfen-tke-dMtie,-ef--tke--lieMteRl!IJ\1-ievel"fteF1··tll'ltil--tke

11

vaeMey-i,-filled-er-tke-di,ability-FefflevedT

be

president

of

LAI'/,

the

lieutenant-governor

the senate, Me !IE shall vote only

IR-ease-ef-tke-a~,eftee;

.

Comment: Section 14 would allow the Lieutenant Governor to remain as presiding officer of the Senate until otherwise provided by law.
.
Some Committee members believe,, that in view of the
adoption of Amendment No. l by the el~ctorate in 1968, providing for the joint election of the Governor and Lieutenant
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Govemor, the Lieutenant Gove:mor should no longer preside
over the Senate. The Senate could more fully assert its power as a l~gislative body if this member of the executive
branch was removed as its presiding officer.
The Senate itself should choose its own presiding officer as does the House, it is believed. Further, the Senate
majority party could more effectively handle the matters of
that body. Presently, for example, the Lieutenant Govemor
is denied entrance to caucus meetings, and, thus, he is unable to enter the decision making process; ret, he is able to
assign bills to committees. The change wou d be more responsive to the will of the majority.
Article IV, Section 15! and Article V, Section 10, page
22, also concern the presid ng officer of the Senate.
1
2

Section

15 of article

TV of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is runen<le<l to read:
Section 15.

3

In

No lieutenant-governor -

who

to

act

as

of the failure to qualify hi-Ms FOR

case

4

governor.

S

office, OR 11n: death, resignation, absence from

6

h1peachment,

7

or disqualification from any cause, of hoth the governor and

8

lieutcnant-goven1or,

9

<levol vc

on

the

state,

conviction of felony, eJ'-iRfAl!l6H!l-misdemeMeP;

the

the

duties. of

pres i<lcnt

of

the

governor

shall

the senate.• J'f'e-te111~Ye; IF

10

U.I:CTLD BY 'nff; mt1HERS lllETIEOF, until such

11

of either the governor or lieutenant-governor he removal, or

12

the

13

of the senate ELL,GTF.n lW 'n!E ~·O:.'-ffir.RS 11ll,REOF, OR If. foP--My

14

6f-tke-11keve-H81!1ed-e1u1ses; sl111H-keeewe Tto: rHJ:STnENr

15

SLNJ\TJ: TS incapable of perfoming the duties of 1111: governor

16

r-on

17

fllVJJ{NOR shall devolve upon the speaker of the house.

vacancy be filled,

AfN

OF

disqualification

aHd-if-H1e IF TIIHU: IS NO president

or:

11n:

11n~ AfOVE NNfl,U CAUSES, the !!Me JUTIES OF 111};

Collllent: The substantive amendments to this lection
should be viewed in light of the changes made to Section 14
of Article IV, i.e., if the Senate elected its own presiding
officer (President of the Senate) as provided by Section 14,
the order of succession to the gove:morship would be: 1)
Ueutenant Gove:mor; 2) President of the Senate; and 3)
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Speaker of the House. ·However, if the Senate does not elect
its own presiding officer, the order of succession would be
Lieutenant Govemor and Speaker and no Senator would be in
the line of gubernatorial succession; thus, the Senator holding the Office of President Pro Tempore would be removed from
the line of gubernatorial succession. Indeed, as provided by
Section 10 of Article V, the Office of President Pro Tempore
would be abolished if the Senate elected its own President.

Section 16 of article IV of

1

2

state

of

Colorado

3

Aw.ENJJ.UNI'S, to read:

4

Section 1.6,

is

the

constitution

REPE,\Lrn

WTm

Report of treasurer - disbursements,

The

treasurer

6

ir1to his custody, and at the end of

7

fiscal

8

wider oath, the aggregate amount _of moneys in

9

where

year

such

kr-ep t1ccurate account of nll moneys cominl!

shall

report

each

quarter

of

the

to the governor, in writing and
his

custody,

moneys are kept or deposited, and the amC1Unt to

10

the credit of each fund or account.

11

such report shall he deemed perjury.

12

The

13

safekeeping,

14

custody of the

15

provisions,

16

cases be held rcsponsihle therefor.

17

the

REf.JlACTF.JJ,

/IND

5

shall

of

general

asscmhly

manar,cmcnt,

and

treasurer,

the

may

treasurer

hut,
and

Swearing falsely to any

provide
investment

law,

and

any

law

his

amount

for

the

of moneys in the

notwithstanding

No moneys shall he dishursed hy
1,y

by

any

such

sureties shall in all

the

treasurer

disbursed

unless

18

authoriz.ed

shall

he

19

substantiated by vouchers signed and approved in the manner

20

prescribed by law.

21

~etteft--le,--AeeeHftt-Me-re~ert-ef-Mefteys,--AA-aeeeMftt

22

sk~ll-ee-kert-ey-the~effieers-ef--tke--exeei:tttve--eerartl!leftt

23

Me--ef--a11-rHb1ie-tftstttHttefts-ef-tke-state 1-ef-a11-Mefteys

24

reeeivee-by-theM-sever~11y-freM-a11-seHrees1•Me--fer--every

25

sentee--rerfeYMea,·-Me--ef--a11--ffl8fteys--etsbHFSea-by-tkeM
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26

9everally,-Md-a-se111i-8JU'IHftl•Pe~ert-thereef-9hall-~e-fflade-te

27

the-geve'l'PleP;·tmder-eath~

Comment: The purpose of the amendments to Article IV,
Section 16 is to update required financial reporting practices followed by the State of Colorado. The most notable
change involves the content of the report of the State T~easurer to the Governor, eliminating the requirement to list
the number and amount of every warrant paid, now numbering
about 1,500,000 warrants each year. The amendment would permit use of checks in payment of state obligations, as well as
warrants.
f
Organizationally, the amendments to Section 16 are as
follows: 1) The present language of Article IV, Section 16
was struck since it is now obsolete; 2) Article X, Section 12,
with amendments, was moved to Section 16; and 3) Article V,
Section 33, with some modernizing changes, is also included
in Section 16.
It was believed that both Section 12 and Section 33 more
properly belong in the Executive Article rather than the Revenue and Legislative Articles, respectively.
Present Lan ua e -- Article IV Section 16. The present
language o Artie e
, Section
,
eginning line 21J which
would be struck, calls for all officers of the executive
department to make a report of all the fees received by them
for services perfomed. Also, they have to report how the
money was disbursed by them. This provision was necessary at
the time the Constitution of Colorado was originally adopted,
since many offices of state government collected fees and a
reporting procedure for such collections was desirable. Fees
are no longer collected by state officers and reference to
them should be deleted.
Article X, Section 12. The present language of Article
X, Section 12 requires the State Treasurer to report to the
Govemor at the end of each quarter the amount of money in his
hands as credited to evecy fund and the place whe~e such funds
are kept. The report is to include .the number and amount of
every warrant received and paid during that quarter. Section
12 requires this report to be published by the Governor in at
least one newspaper at the seat of government.
A detailed list was last published in 1958 and it covered
84 pages of print.
It is believed that this reporting process is unnecessacy
and is certainly costly and administratively cumbersome. For
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example, during the past year, the State Treasurer paid approximately 1,500,000 warrants. This number is considerably
larger than the writers of the Constitution could have envisioned in 1876. Further, it is costly for the state to expend
a great amount of money to publish such a detailed list as
presently required.
In -order-to correct this situation, a modern version of
Section 12, as incorporated into Article IV, Section 16 was
drafted which would require the Treasurer to report to the
Govemor at the end of each quarter the aQ~re!ate amount of
all moneys coming into his custody {lines ~-1 ,) • Thus, this
new wording only eliminates the present detailed reporting
system, not the report itself. The requirement that the Governor publish this report has been eliminated. But the General Assembly may provide by law 11 • • • for the safekeeping,
management, and investiment of moneys in the c~stodr of t~e
treasurer ••• " {lines 12-14), as presently provided n Article
X, Section 12.
The word "warrant" has been eliminated from the Constitution with this amendment. The actual issuance of warrants
is also a costly and an administratively time-consuming procedure. By eliminating the word warrant from Article 10,
Section 12, as incorporated in Section 16, the General Assembly may provide by law for a less complicated procedure, i.e.,
issuance of checks.
Other modemizing changes in Section 12, includes the use
of the words "all moneys coming into his custody" {lines 5-6)
rather than "amount of all moneys in his "hands"; and the
General Assembly may provide by law for the inve~tment of
state moneys in the custody of the treasurer. ,lines 12-14.)
Article v, Section 33. The language of Article V, Section 33, as incorporated in Section 16 is included in lines
17-20. In addition to the elimination of the word warrant
from the present language of Section 33, the word "disbursed"
has been substituted for the word "appropriations•; all moneys
are dispersed though some are not appropriated in the usual
sense, e.g., Old Age Pension Fund is~ continuing appropriation pursuant to Article XXIV of the Constitution.
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ARI'ICLE V
Article V, Section 1 was divided into nine subsections.
1

Section 1 of article V of the constitution of the state

2

of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 1.

3

Legislative power

initiative

and

4

refcrendtan,

S

vested

6

house of representatives, both to he' elected by the people,

7

but

8

laws and amendments to the constitution and to enact or

!)

reject the

(1)

The ler.islative power of the state shall be

in the general assembly consistinr, of a senate and

the people reserve to themselves-the power to propose

same at the polls independent of the general

10

assembly, and also reserve power at their own option to

11

approve or reject at the polls any act, OR ANY item, section

12

or part of any act of the general assembly.

Comment: The words "or any" (line 11) were inserted to
clarify ihe fact that, "any !1!!! of any act" is subject to
the initiative and referendum.
1

(2)

The first power herehy reserved by the people is

2

the initiative, and at least eight per cent of the ler,al

3

veteys

4

propose any measure hy petition,

5

shall

6

Initiative petitions for state legislation and amendments to

7

the constitution, IN SOCII f-Om.i AS HAY BE PRESCRrnrn PURSI.IANI'

8

TO LAW, shall be addressed to and filed with the

9

of state at l~ast four months before the GTINERAL election at

10

REGISfERED (,_U\LIFJEIJ

include the

full

ELECTORS shall be required to
and every such petition

text of the measure so proposed.

secretary

which they are to be voted upon.

Comment: The words •registered qualified electors• in
line 3 (also in subsections {3) and (5) of this section)
were substituted for the words "legal voters•. The 1969 Committee on Legislative Procedures recommended the words •qualified electors• be substituted for "legal voters• in order to
confom with ,,similar wording in other provisions in the Con-
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stitution, e.g. Article VII, Sections 2, 6, and 10, and Article XIV, Section (1) (b). s.c.R. No. 7, drafted in 1970,
used the texm •registered qualified electors•.
The form of the initiated petition mar be prescribed pursuant to law (lines 7-8 -- also in subsect on (3) to remove
the -necessity of having sucn details as found in subsection
(6) of this section. As explained in more detail under subsection (9), the word "may" was used rather than "shall" in
order to guarantee the right of the electorate to the initiative and referendum in the event the General Assembly prescribed no £om the petition should take.
The type of election at which initiated petitions would
be voted upon was clarified by the detennination that it would
be a "general election". Under the present Constitution, it
appears, an initiated petition could be considered at any
"election".
Elections for an initiated referendum is to be held at
'c'biennial regular g,neral elections" (lines 23-24, subsection
3) of this sectionJ.
1

(3)

TI1e

second

3

necessary

4

peace, health or safety, and appropriations for the

5

and maintenance

6

tR!lttttttiel'l!I IJEPARTI1EITTS OF STATE

7

act,

8

nsseml>ly, either by a petition si_r,ned by five

9

the

ANY

the

ordered,

except

immediate preservation

of

the

section

letlll•-veteT!I

be

reserved

referendum, and
for

may

herehy

2

OR

it

pawer

as
of

is
to

the
laws

the JXJblic
suflP("rt

~e]'lllTtl!lel'lt- -ef--st.ate·•llft~- •!lt8te

or

part

CIM:RtftEITT,
of

agninst

any

any act of the gent"ral
per

cent

of

REGI~ERJ:I) ~ALIFIJ:Jl ELECTORS or by the

Refcrendt.un pcti tions, IN SUCII FO~! A.C, MAY

10

general assembly,

11

IJE PRESCRIBED PURSUANf TO LAW, shall

12

filed

13

after the Hl'llll-11t1;ettl'l'lffleRt-ef-tloie•!le!l!ltffl'l--f'lf--tke--reP1ef'lll

14

ll!1!1e1!1hlyi-·tl\at--ria!1!1eel-tl\e-hHl PASSAGE OF TIIE ACT on which

15

the referendum is demanded.

16

petition

17

OR TIie SECTI~ OR PMT TIDiREOF tMl'IL APPROVED,

18

FILING OF A REFERENID1 PF;iITION against any ite1111 section or

he

addressed

to

and

with the secretary of state not more thM ninety days

The

filini;?

of

a

referendum

Slli\LL SUSPEND OR ~AY Tim EFFECTIVENESS OF TIU: ACT
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PUT 111E

19

part

of any

20

from hecoming operative.

21

sha 11

22

the people.

23

people of the

24

general election, and all such measures shall become the law

25

or a part of the constitution, when approved by a majority

26

of the votes cast thereon, and not otherwise, and shnll take

27

effect

28

of the vote thereon by proclamation of the governor, hut not

29

later than thirty days after the vote has heen canvassed.

not

fr001

act

shall not delay the remainder of the act

extend
All

The veto

power

of

the

governor

to measures ini tinted hy, or referred to

efcctions

on

measures

referred

to

the

state shall be held at the hiennial regular

and after the ,late of the official d<'claration

Comment: The language in line 6 coincides with the "Administrative Organization Act of 1968".

The amendments in line-14 would mean that the referred
petitions must be filed with the secretary of state within
ninety days after the passage of the act rather than ninety
days after the final adjournment of the session of the General Assembly that passed t):le act.
Under the present Constitution, the operation of any
section or part of any act shall not be delayed even though
some other section or part of that act is the subject of a
referred petition. The amendment to this subsection clarifies
this area by adding that the effectiveness of any act or section of any act affected by a referred petition is suspended
until the question has been settled by the electorate. (lines

16-18.)

l

(4)

This section shall not he constnied to deprive the

2

general asse111hly of the Ftr.kt I'O\\'ER

3

/\'fl~NTJ any measure,

to

enact,

REPFAL,

OR

Comment: This wording is only in the referendum paragraph of the present Constitution, and to make it clear that
it applies to both initiative and referendum, it was made an
individual subsection. Also, it states that the General Assembly has the "power," rather than the "right," to "repeal
or amend" any measure in addition to "enacting" any measure.
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(~)

The

whole

n11mh<'r of vot<'S cnst for !'lf't!l'f'tllt'}'•flf
:tt

the

2

!'ltlltt>

3

p.<'ncrnl

4

any petition for the initiative or referendum slmll

5

hAsis

·6
7

C:OVl:RmR

J\Nf)

I.TDnTN/\NT

(nvJ:nNnR

rer,t1lAr

CI.IHERNJ\TOIUJ\L election l:1st pr<'cedinr. the filinr. of

on which

the

number

of

ler,d--vetel'!'I

he

the

Rl'Gim'Jl'RF.n

QJJ\LIFIED F.LUCTORS necessary to sign such petition sha.11

he

counted,

Comment: "Governor and Ueutenant Governor• in this
subsection was substituted for •secretary of State" because
the gubernatorial election would more accuratelr reflect a
true percentage of the total votes cast in the ast general
election, i.e., most voters are apt to cast ballots for the
Governor, while the same is usually not the case with the
Secretary of State. For instance, in the November, 1970
election, a total of 668,496 votes were cast for the Governor and Lieutenant Govemor, while 630,021 votes were cast
for Secretary of State •
1

(6)

.

· - - - ---·

The

-

.

..

,

,

-· ··-·----·

secretary of state shall submit all measures

2

initiated hy or referred

3

rejection

4

petitieft•s~sll-eeHsist-ef-s~eets-~ftvift~•-sHett--r,eHel'ftl•-fel'l'I

S

J'l'ifltetl ·el'•Wl't tte1t-&t · t~e-ter· t~e1'ee.f -11s-s}ii1tl l-)a,e-flesi~Mted

6

el'•J'l'esel'isefl-hy-t~e-seel'etsry-ef-stfttef•!'IHe~-retitieft•s~sll

7

he--sir,ftee-hy-~ttftlified-eleete1's·i1t·t~ei1'-elffl-J'l'eJ'el'•J'e1'sMS

8

Mly;-te-w~ie~-s~sll-he-ftttsettee-t~e--re~ifleflee--ftd~l'e!'ls--ef

9

!'ltte~·-pel'sM--M~--t~e-fl&te-ef-si~iflt•t~e-!'IMe7••Te-e8e~-ef

10

!'ltte~-retitiMs;•w~ie~-ffl&y-eeft!'list-ef--efte--el'••fflel'e--s~eets;

11

S~ftll--he--sttse~etl--ftfl•ftffi~svit-ef-!'lffllle-~H&lified-eleetel';

12

t~st•efte~-!'ltrH&tttl'e•t~el'eeft-i!'l-ttte-sirHstHl'e-ef--t~e--rel'!'left

13

wkese--ft!Ulle--it--rttl'J'el'ts-te-)a,e 1-sfte•t~st-te-t~e-he!'lt-ef-t~e

14

lo\ewleeie-Md-helief-ef•t~e-sffiMt;--ese~--ef--t~e-•pel'seft!'I

15

sir,fttflr,•·S8tfl•-~etitieft-•W8S--&t--t~e--t;111e--flf•-Str,fttftr,1·•A

16

~ttslifiefl-eleetel'T•-~e~-retitieft•!'le-vel'ified-s~All-he-rl'tffl&

17

ffteie-evifleftee-t~At·t~e-sir,ft&tttl'e!'l•t~el'eeft-&l'e•-reftttifte•-Md

at

the

to

polls,

the
in
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people
compliance

for

adoption

herewith.

or
TJ.e

18

t1'tle--aRe--tft&t--tfte--rePS6RS-sir,RiRr.•tfte•S~e-ape-~M~lifies

19

eleet!'IP!h

20

puhlished as constitutional amcncbncnts arc puhlished, and in

21

suhrnittinr, the same antl in all

22

form

23

officers shall be guided by tl,e general laws.

24

9~l,iiiittiftr,---tfti!--8J!leftdiileRt1•-lffltil--le1islatiM--Sftall--Jite

25

e911eeially-rn,vised-tftePefePr

of

The text of all measures to be submitted shAll he

Jl1lltters

pertaininr.

to

the

all petitions the secretary of state and all other

&Rft•-tfte--ae.t

Comment: Since amendatory language in subsections (2)
and (j) pel"IDit the form of the initiative and referred petitions to be prescribed pursuant to law, the language outlining the detail of those petitions in the Constitution was
struck.
1

(7)

The style
the

of all

initiative

laws

2

through

sh::tll he,

3

People of the State of Colorado.''

adopted
"Be

hy

the

people

it enacted J:.y the

Co111neat: In line 2 the word •enacted" was substituted
for the woia •~nacted" in order to conform with the style of
the clause for laws enacted by the General Assembly in Article V, Section 18.
1

(8)

The initiative and referendum powers

people

rcs<'rvcd

to

2

the

3

the ler;al-vete1'!1

4

eityr-te'Wl'l-8.1'!~ municipality as to all local AND sped al aRf'l

5

fflHRieiral lcr,islation. ef-ev~ry-eftRTaeteT-;R--"p--feP--t►.ei1'

6

r-esr,eedve--l!IW'lieir11HHe!h

7

powers SftRH MAY he prescrihcd hy r,cneral laws

8

ettie~,--teWfl~•Al'le-l!'lt.fflieir,al;t;es-fflAY•rrevi~e-fep-t"e-fflMl'leT

9

Af-exePei~iRr•tfte-i11itistive·Rl'!~--pefeP~R~l'.ffll-•J"eweP~--l!~•-te

10

tftetP•-lffl:IJ'lieirl\l--ler.islAtif'll'IT OR BY ~11.JNTCIPAL LAWS IF SIJCII

11

mNJCIJ'AL U\1-r.:: ARI: ~ JNC()'.'JSTSTENT

12

r~ot

13

f~ALiril:D ar.r:inH:, may be requirerl to order tl,e

more

hy

than

this section are heT~hy furth<'.T reservccl to
Rr:G1~:mRrJ1

ten

J'CT

(1/ALIFHD

rn.ECTORS

of every

The manner of c~erci.sinr: said

,~m, mF.

exeert-•tftat

r.ENJlRAL

LAW.

cent of the lel',111-vftteP~ REGISTF.Rr:D
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referendum,

14

nor nK>rc th,111 fi H~c-11 pPr cent to prnpo!Sc :my fflf':l!SIITf~ J,y tht•

15

initiative in any

P.ttY1•tew11-flf'

munlcip::ility,

Comment: The purpose of striking the language in lines
4, 5, and 6 is to delete excess verbiage.

the effect of--the amendments-·In-iines 6-11 is that the
General Assembly may prescribe by general law the manner in
which the initiative and referendum powers are to be exercised by the people conceming local and special legislation.
However, municipal law may be used if such municipal law is
not inconsistent with the general law or if the General Assembly does not prescribe any general law.
'1___

(9)

This sectlon of the constitution shall be in all
EXCEPT nlAT nm FOm.1 OF

nc

2

respects self-executing;

3

INITIATIVE OR REFERENIIJM PETITION MAY BE PRESCRtnEn TURSU..\Nf

4

ID LAW,

Comment: The present language shown in this subsection
is intended to guarantee that the intiative and referendum
powers of the people may be exercised independent of any prior
legislative action, i.e., the people have an inherent right
to rule themselves either by initiating directly their own
law or by initiating a referendum by which laws passed by the
General Assembly may be voided.
The amendatory language would allow the General Assembly
to prescribe the form of the petition to be consistent with
other amendments made to the section. But if the General Assembly failed to prescribe such fo:rm, the people would not be
precluded from exercising their powers by legislative inaction.
Recent examples of amendments to other sections of the
Constitution which have "self-,execution"clauses are Article
XII, Section 15 (Veterans• Preference) and Article XX, Section
9 (Home Rule Cities and Towns),both adopted in November, 1970.
Article V, Section 2 was divided into three subsections.
1
2
3
4

Section 2 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 2.

Election of members - oath vacancies.

(1) A general election for members of the general assembly
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5

shall be held on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in

6

November in each even rrumheroo year, at such places in each

7

cmnty as now are or hcr~aft~r may he provided hy law.

Comment: There is no change in this subsection from the
present Constitution.
1

( 2)

f:AOI MFMBER OF TI IE GENERAL ASSFlffiLY SHALL BEFORE

Imr.RS UPON

JIIS OFFICIAL rurrns TAKE

2

IIE

3

AFFlm-il\TION TO SUPPORT

4

AND OF TIIE STATF. OF COLORADO, AND TO FAITIIRJLLY PERF{R-1 TI-IF.

s

turIES OF

6

TI!IS OATII OR AFFIRMATION SHALL BE AIJ,IINISTERED IN TI-IE HALL

7

OF TIIE HlJSE TO l'l!UCII TI-IE ~illIBER SHALL HAVE BEEN ELECTEP.

ms

nm

AN

OATI-1 OR

CONSTinrrION OP TIIE UNITED SfATES

OFFICE ACCORDING TO TIIE BEST OF III~ AIHLITY.

Comment: Subsection (2) is the present wording of Article XII, Section 7 of the Constitution. It was felt that the
subject-matter more properly belongs in the Legislative Article rather than remaining in Article XII which pertains to
public officers in general.
1

(3)

Arry

vacancy occurring in either house by death,

2

resignation, or otherwise, shall be filled

in the manner

3

prescrihcd by law. The person appointed to fill the vacancy

4

shall be a memher of the some political party, if any, as

5

the person whose termination of membership in the general

6

assembly created the vacancy, AND SUOI PERSON SIIALL R'lR ALL

7

PURPOSES OF TI II~ .AJrr'icLE BE DEFMED TO BE AN ELECTED M(MBF.R.
L(

Comment: The additional wording in lines 6 and 7
would remove all uncertainty as to the exact status of an
appointee. There has been some uncertaintr in the past, for
example, as to whether an appointee who fi ls a vacancy is
eligible to receive the salary and expense allowances as if
he were a new member or whether he must receive such compensation at the rate received by the legislator he replaced.
By deeming him "an elected member", this problem would be
eliminated since he would be considered elected in his own
right and not considered a stand-in for another member.
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1
2

Section 3 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 3,

3

Tenns of senators and representatives,

4

Senators shall be elected for the te1111 of four years, exeey,t

5

as-heniu{teF-~'P9Vided, and representatives for the term of

--~

two

years,

Co•ent: The purpose of the amendment is to delete obsolete references and to accord with the modemizing amendments
to Article V, Section 5.
1
2

Section 4 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 4,

3

Qualifications of members.

No person shall

4

he

a representative or senator who shall not have attained

5

the age of twenty-five years, who shall not be a citizen of

6

the United States, M'D who shall not for at

7

months next preceding his election, have resided within the

8

territory included in the limits of the eettftty--eP district

9

in which he shall be chosen. ~n,vided;-thst•MY·J'l"F!Mt·whe

10

at-the-tiffle-ef-tJ,ie-ad~tie1t--ef--thi!--ee1t!titMtie11 1 --wa9--s

11

flM&lifietl--eleeteF--HftdeF--the--teniteFiftl--laws;••shsll-he

12

elir,iele-te-the-fiF!t-r,e1teF&l·R!!efflely,

least twelve

Colmllent: The words •county or• were struck now that
Sections 45 and 46 of Article V require single member districts. Obsolete language in lines 9 through 12 was struck.
1
2

Section 5 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section 5, Classification of senators. ll!e--se1tsteF!J

4

at--theiF--fiFst--sessie,,.-shsll-ee-divided-i1tte-tlM-els9ses,

5

These-eleeted-i1t-distFiets-desi~sted-hy-eve1t•ftt1111heFs--shall

6

ee1tstitMte--efte-elassi-these-eleeted-i1t-distFiets-de!ii,iated

7

ey-edd-1tt1111eeFs-shall-eeftstitMte-the-etheF-ela!s,-exee~t-that
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8

senatePs-eleeted-in-eaeh-ef-the-distpiet~-havint--111ePe--thM

9

ene--senateP--shall--he--e~Hally-~divi~ed--l,etween--the--twe

10

elasses,--The-senstePs-ef--ene--elass--shall--held--feP--twe

11

yeaPst··these--ef-the-ethe•-elass-s~all-held-feP-fl!RIP•Ye&PsJ

12

te-he-~eeided-hy--let--hetween--the--twe--elasses 1--se--that

13

ene-half--ef--the--senatePs1•-as-neaP-as-rPaetieal,ley•llllly-he

14

hiennially-ehesen-fePeveP-thePeafteP,

15

DIVIDED

16

AS NEAR AS PRACTICABLE, MAY nE CUlSfN BJCNNJ/\LLY.

11 IE ST:NATE

SllALL

Be

INTO Tl\fl CLA.SSES SO TIIAT O'ffi-HALF OF 11IE SENAmRS,

Comment: This section was rewritten to remove outdated
language and references to multi-member districts now that
Article V, Sections 45 and 46 require single-member districts.
1

Section 6 of article V of the constitution of the state

2

of Colorado is REPEALED AND RF.ENACTED, WT'n--1 AMENIJ.1F.NTS,

3

read:

4

Section 6,

Salary and

expenses

of memhers.

members of the general assembly shall

6

and expense allowances as may be prescribed hy law, tor,ether

7

with

8

paid after the same have been inC\lrred

9

expenses

shall

include

11

to

12

expense allowances.

general

and

audited.

Such

travel for attendance at cormnittee

meetings or other official business as
No

salary

of actual and nece:;sary expenses to he

10

law.

such

The

5

reimbursements

receive

to

authorized pursuant

asscmhly shall fix its own salary or

13

SeetieJII.•&~ --€!'".'refts&tif'll'l•ef-111e1,ihePs~ - - -£aeh- -111eJ11\,ep- -ef

14

the-tenePal-asselllhly;•lffltil-ethePWise-rPevideH•hy-l11W1-shall

15

neeive--as--eel!IJ'eft!'l&tien--feP--his--sePYiees-the-sM111-ef-ene

16

thet1sMd-{$l999 ➔ •dellaPs-feP-eaeh-h;ennial--rePied;•-rsyahle

17

at--the--P&te--ef--S~~ee-reP-dfty-dHP!l'lf.•heth-the-Fef.Hl&P·Md

18

speeial-sessiens,·the-pe111aindeP1·•if--MY1··rayahle--en--the

19

fiPst--da.y--ef--the--last--111enth--ef--eaeh--l,ieMial-rePiedt

20

tetetheP-with-all-aetHal-Md-neeessaey-tpsvelini-exrenses-te
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21

ee-paid-afteP•the-911J11e•have-heeft-iftettPPed-Md•-mtdite~,--1.11d

22

the--9aid••ffleffl~eP9•-ftf-the-~eftePal•a9~e111hly-9hall-Peeeive-fte

23

etheP•eelllJ'left9atieft;•pel'l'!~t9ite-eP••allfflffll'lee•-whateveP,---Ne

24

~eftePal•a99e111ely-9hall-fix-it9•ewJ'l-eeMy,eft9atiefti

Comment: The revision removes unnecessary and obsolete
language, and attempts to clarify the meaning of the proscriptions on increasing legislative compensation.
The Committee felt that such increases should be allowed
during a holdover Senator's tel'11l of office, thereby entitling
him to receive such increases at the commencement of the next
General Assembly or at the same time as all other legislators.
Thus, amendments were made to existing Section 30 L,'placed in
Article XII, Section 1'}7 so that all restrictions on increasing members• salaries, expense allowances, and rate of reimbursement per mile would apply only to the General Assembly
that passed them. Article V,Sections 9 and 43 are also related to the question of increasing legislative compensation,
and further conunents are included thereunder.
1
2
3

Section 7 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 7.

General assembly - shall meet when - tet'ffl

4

of members - cOOlllittees. The general assembly shall meet in

S

regular session at 10 o'clock a.rn.

6

after the first Tuesday of January of each year, hut at such

7

regular sessions convening in even ~bercd years, UNLESS

8

CTnlERWISE PROVIDED BY LAW, the general assembly shall not

9

enact any bills except those raising revern,e, those making

10

·appropriations, and those pertaining to subjects desir;natcd

11

in writing by the governor during the first 10 days of the

12

session.

13

when convened in special

14

,,~ITI'F.N Rf~Sf nY TI\U-IBIRDS OF

15

OR BY TIIE PRESIDING OPFICER OF EAOI lnJSE AND A MAJORITY OF

16

nffi ~mBERS nmREOF

17

SPECIFIED

on the first Wednesday

The general assembly shall

IN

meet

at other times

session by the governor, OR BY

nm Mr}.ffiERS

TO CONSIDER 001.Y

rum ru::~sr.
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OF

EACH IIXJSE

TIKJSE

SUB.JECTS

The term of service of the

18

members of the general assemhly shall begin on the convening

19

of the first regular session of the general

20

after

21

assembly, unless otherwise provided by the general a~scmhly,

22

shall expire on the convening of the first

23

after a general election.

their election.

assemhly next

The canmittees of the general

regular session

Conment: There are two substantive changes in Section
7: 1) unlimited annual sessions could be provided by law; and
2) the General Assembly could call itself into special session by petition either with or without the concurrence of the
House and Senate presiding officers.

(1)

(2) Initiating special session. As a means of making
the General Assembly a co-equal branch of government with the
executive department, the committee also recommends the adoption of the language in this section that pennits the General
Assembly to call itself into special session.
A special session could be initiated in either of two
ways -- upon petition of two-thirds of the members of both
houses .2!: upon written request of the presiding officers of
each house and a majority of the members of each house. The
section further provides that, regardless of the altemative
by which a special session was initiated, the written request
would specify the subject matter to be considered during the
session.
Such authority could be used both for reconsidering bills
vetoed by the Govemor after adjournment sine die and for initiating special sessions if and when conditions merit such
sessions.
1
2
3

Section 8 of article V of the con!>ti tut ion of the state
of Colorado is amended to rearl:
Section 8.

Members precluded from holding office.

No

4

senator or representative sh~ll, ffl!Ptftr,-tke-ti~e--feP•-'lfflie~

i;

~e--!1~eH--~11ve--eeeft••eleete~;
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WIIILE

Sl'RVIN(;

AS 9.ICH, he

6

nppointcd to any civil office under this

7

mcmhcr of congress,

8

(except of attorney-at-law,

9

militia)

10

state;

and no

or othc-r rcrsorJ hnldin"'. any office
notary puhlic, o~

in

the

under the United States or this state, shall he a

member of either house during his continuance in office,

Comments: The -amendments to Section 8 are subS'tantive
revisions. The existing provision prohibits a legislator
from resigning in order to accept an appointment to a "civil
office", i.e., an office, such as the head of an executive
department, in which the individual holding it can act upon
his own initiative in the exercise of constitutional or statutory duties. (Hudson v Annear, 101 Colo. 550, 75 P. 2d
587,~ Thus, only after hls term has expired can a member of
the General Assembly accept such an appointment.
In the Ann ear Case, the Supreme Court dicr-not .define the
term "civil office" in a clear-cut manner; the court, instead, defined the term "civil office" only to the extent
that "Although an office is •an employment,• it does not follow that every employment is an office 1; "
It appears, therefore, that the court attempted to make some distinction between an "employment" and an "office", and, in effect, left each
circumstance to be judged upon its own merits.
For example, in Attomey General Opinion 2483-53, dated
April 16, 1953, it was held that an appointment of a legislator as a Game and Fish Commissioner would be in violation of
Article V, Section 8 prohibiting an appointment,but not an
election~to another civil office during the term as a legislator. Another Attomey General Opinion (68-4230) dated
July 17, 1968, ruled that superintendents, principals, and
teachers are employees and not officers; thus, they could
serve as members of the General Assembly.
The effect of the amendment
existing situation to the extent
Assembly can resign his seat and
another civil office rather than
term has ended before acceptance
1
Z

to Section 8 changes the
that a member of the General
accept an appointment to
having to wait until his
as Section 8 now reads.

Section 9 of article V of the constitution of the state
of Colorado is repealed,

3

6eetieft•9t••lftenase-ef-sala~r----wlil~ft--fe~~i~~efti•--Ne

4

l!lell!ke~•-ef--eitheY-hett~e-shally•ffllP+~r,-~he-ten-feY•whieh-he
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s

1My-kave-~eeH-eleeted 1-Peeeive-1111y--iHePes9e--ef--9ala-ry--ep

6

Mtle~r,e,-HJ11eeP-My-lsw-ra99ee-dHPtHr,-9Hek-teP111T

Comments: In conjuoction with amendments made to Sections 6, ~o, 43, Section 9 is recommended for repeal so that
holdover Senators will be allowed to receive increases in
salaries and mileage rates at the same time as all other legislators -- at the commencement of a new General Assembly.
1

2

Section 10 of article V of the constitution of Hie
state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section 10.

Each house to choose its officers. At the

4

her:inning of the

S

election,

6

seHate-sliall-eleet-eHe-ef-itS-!lleffl"ep9-rpesieeHt-rPe-t~~t'eJ

7

Md the house of representatives

8

rncmhers as speaker,

9

AND 11 IE SrNATI: SHALL ELECT ONE OF ITS Mll-IBERS PRESIDENT

first

reRUlar session after a general

and at such other times as may be necessary, t~e

shall elect one of

its

Tke-riresideHt-rPe--t~Pe-Md-SJ'le&ke~
PRO

10

11J1J'ORE OR, IF PROVIDED BY I.A\'/ TIIAT TI-IE LIElrrENANT r.ovF.RNOR

11

SHALL NCTf

12

ONE or ITS ~IEMFIERS AS PRESIDENT

13

orrICERS

14

installation of their respective successors.

15

shall choose

16

FOR .TIJ[X).n;NT OF the cl(·=tion and qualification of

17

members.

m:

!'RESIDENT OF 11112 Sl'NATE, TIIE SENATE SHALi, ELECT

shall

setvc as

OF

TIIE

such until

SENATE,

AND

SAID

the election and
Each house

its other officers and shnll judr,e OR PROVtnF.
its

Conrnents: One effect of the amendatory language is to
have Section 10 conform with Article IV, Section 14, wherein
the Lieutenant Governor may be removed from the Senate by
law.
·
In addition, the Office of President Pro Tempore would
be abolished if the Lieutenant Governor were removed as the
Senate's presiding officer. In any event, he would no longer
be in the line of succession (Compare the amendatory verslons
of Sections 14 and 15 of Article IV above).
The insertion of language on lines 15-16 would allow
each house of the General Assembly to provide some means, if
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it so chooses, to judge the election and qualification of its
members, i.e., court, independent panel, committee of legislators, etc.
1

Section 11.

Quon.111,

A majority of each house shall

2

constitute a quon.111, but a smaller number may adjourn from

3

day to day, and canpel the attendance of absent members.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

2
3

Section 12 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 12.

Each house makes and enforces rules.

T:ach

4

house shal 1 have power to deteminc the rules of

5

proceedings and J'lll1'ish AOOT'l' RULES PROVIDING PUNISll'IENT OF

6

its members 91'-etheY••reYsen~ for contempt or disorderly

7

behavior

8

process; to protect its members ap,ainst violence, or offcrg

9

of bribes or private solicitation, and, with the cona1rrence

10

of two-thirds, to expc1 a member, but not a second time for

11

the same cause, and shall have all

12

for the legislature of a free state.

13

COTTIJ()tion, shall not thereafter be clhdble to either house

14

0£ the same r,eneral assembly, and pmishrnent for contempt or

15

disorderly

16

PROSEarflCW for the same offense.

in

its presence;

behavior

its rMN

to enforc_e obedience to its

shall

other powers necessary

not

A memhcr, expelled for

bar llft••i1'iietlllent A

Coanent: The amendment to this section provides that
each house 'shall have the power to "adopt rules" providing
for the punishment of its members (line 5). By striking the
words "or other persons" (line 6), punishment for non-members
would have to be provided by statute. In lines 15-16, the
Committee recommended to substitute "prosecution" for •indictment."
1
Z

Section 13 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to read:
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3

Section 13.

Journal

- ayes and noes to he entered -

4

~;

Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedinr,s

S

and J11.ayy--il'!.-_its-,U~et"etiel'!.y-ff'M1-ti111e-te-ti111e 1 publish the

6

same, except such parts as require secrecy, and the ayes and

7

noes on any question shall,

8

members, be entered on the journal.

at the desire of any two

Comment: This language was struck in this section in
order to make the publication of House and Senate Journals
mandatory.
1

Section 14.

Open sessions.

The sessions of each
shall be open,

2

house, and of the COl'llllittees of the whole,

3

lD'lless when the business is such as ooght to be kept secret.

Coounent: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
Section 15,

1

Adjournment for more than three days.

2

Neither house shall, without the consent of the other,

3

adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place

4

than that in which the two houses shall be sittinr,.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
2

Section 16 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section 16.

Privileges of members. The members of the

4

general assembly shall,

5

felony, vielatiel'!.-ef-their-eath-ef--effiee;--w--~Feaeh--er

6

!ftl!'ety--ef-the-~eaee, be privileged £ran arrest during their

7

attendance at the session~ of their respective hooses, OR

8

A."lY

9

the same; and for any speech or debate in either hoose, OR

in all cases except treason OR

OM-11TTEES TIIEREOF, and in going to and returning £ran
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10

/IN'i

CXJ.t.flTI'EES TIIERF.OF, they shall not he questioned in any

11

other place.

Comment: One amendment to this section extends the •privilege from arrest" to committee meetings (lines 8-10), in
addition to the sessions of the respective houses. Secondly,
•privilege from arrest• would apply to all circumstances,
except treason or felony; the other exceptions were deleted
since it was believed they were either obsolete (as the case
of "breach of surety• J ; vague ( "breach of peace• J ; or without
real meaning (•violation of their oath of office•J.
1

No law passed but by

· Section 17.

bill

•

amendments,

2

No

3

so altered or amended on its passage tht'OUgh either hruse as

4

to change its original purpose.

law shall be passed except by bill, and no hill shall be

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

Section 18.

Enacting clause,

The style of the laws of

2

this state shall be: "Be it enacted by the General

3

of the State of Colorado,"

Assembly

Co11111ent: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
-.

Section 19 of article V of the constitution of the

1

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 19.

3

When laws take effect

-

introduction of

4

hills.

S

the date PRESCRIBED BY GENERAL LAW, UNLFA<;S CTnlERWISE

6

in the act. eF,•if-Re-date-is-stated-iR-the-ftet,·the11.-eJ11-its

7

pft~Sft~e,

8

session tmless limited by aetiffl'I JOIITT

9

general

10

An act of the general assembly ~hall tRkc effect on

A bill

assembly.

stated

may be introduced at any time durinr, the

No . hill

sl1all

ntsournrn

of

the

he introduced hy title

,.:mly,

Comment: This section was amended so that an effective
date would not necessarily have to be placed in each bill
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passed. It would allow the General Assembly, where feasible,
to fix a unifom date upon which bills would take effect.
Also, a technical amendment was made in line 8 to deli. neate the procedure followed.
Sc-ction 20 of article V of
2

the

constitution

of

the

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section 20.
BE

Bills referred to camrl.ttee - printed.
OONSIDERED Ui'-'LHSS

PRINI'ED

FOR USE OF

NO

nm

4

BILL 9-W.J..

S

tlEMBEll<i.

6

referred to a comnittee AND returned tl~refrom. Md--rf'hlteli

7

fef'-the·tt~e-ef.-Uie•lllefflef'!,

No bill shall be considered or become a law unless

Comment: The last' phrase of this section was made the
first sentence to make it clear that bill printing, procedurally speaking, does not necessarily follow introduction and
committee assignment.
·--------

-

21.

Section

1

_B1_'l..;;;l_t_o_·c_<m_ta_in
__l_1u_t_o_ne__sub__.j'-e_ct__
•

2

expressed in title.

3

hills,

4

which shall be clearly expressed in its title;

5

suhjc-:t

6

expressed in the title, sud1 act shall be void only as to so

7

much thereof as shall not be so expressed.

shall

be

shall

be

No bill, except
passed

general

appropriation

containing more than one suhject,

embraced

in

but

if any

any act which shall not he

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
~~ection 22 of article V

1

2

of - the

constitution

of

the

state of Colorrulo is amended to read:

3

Section

22.

Heading and passage of bills.

Every hill

4

shall be read by title when intrcxhtccd, and at length on two

5

different days in ead1 house;

6

reading

7

consent of the members present.

8

made

at

thereto

length may

shall

be

be

rrevided;--heweve1' 1

BlIT any

dispensed with upon l.D'lanimous
All substantial

amendments

printed for the use of the J00111hers
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hcforc the final vote- is taken on the hill.

9

flftd•ftfl

NI' hill

10

shall hecomc a law except hy a vot<' of the majoritr of all

11

memhers elected to each house taken on two separate days

12

ead1 house,

13

taken by ayes and noes. 1111i-the•11811199•-ef•-thne--wtt11~--~e

14

811tePett--e11--the--je11nalw

15

in

nor mless upon its final passage the vote be

nm

.

.

JCIJRNAL SHAIL cmr,\IN SlXll

JNFORH\TIOO foS IS AD~ATE TO S10f

nm v~ OF

UAOI t,E,1BER.

~•nt: As a practical matter of expediting procedure
in moicases,a previous roll call vote is used for subsequent
roll call votes on bills; it thus appears unnecessary to continually print the roll call after each vote in the Joumal.
In order to eliminate this process! the Committee recoanends
the amendment in lines 13 through 5 which would permit the
General Assembly to provide by rule an equally effective
method of showing votes of members.
1

Z
3

Section

23 of article V of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 23.

Vote on

amendments

and

rep<)t't

of

4

cC11111ittee.

S

conrurred in by the

6

conmittee of conference be adopted in either house except by

7

a vote of a majority of the menbers elected thereto, taken

8

by ayes and noes. 1111i-the-1111J11e9•-ef--these--veti11g--neenei

9

1:IJM""••the--je11nal--thenefw . Tiffi JOURNAL SH.AIL cn'll'AIN st.Ill

10

No

amendment to any bill by one house shall be
other nor

INFOOJ.IATIOO A.C:. IS Af)E(~JATE TO

shall

mov

the

report of any

nlE VUl'E OF EACll rnJ.mrn..

Coment: As in the case of Section 22, the Connittee
recomended the changes.in·lines 8 through 10 in order to
simplify the process of recording votes in amendments to bills
by the other house and conference committee reports.

1

Section

24.

Revival I amendment or extensiCl'I of laws.
or Bl!'ended,

Z

No law shall be revived,

3

thereof extended or conferred by
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or

the provisions

reference to its title

4

only, but so ruch thereof as is revived,

amended,

extended

5

or conferred, shall be re-enacted and rw,lished at length.

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1
2
3

Section

25

of article V of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section

25.

Special

legislation prohibited.

n,e

4

general assembly shall not pass AfN local or special laws-iJI

5

My--ef--the-fellew!btg•eftt1111eratea-eases,•that-is-te-sayt•fer

6

gTMtiftg•aiverees1-layiftg•et1t,·epe,ti11g,•alteri11g-er--wer~iRg

7

!'ew--er--hish,ways1--vaeatiRg•-t'ea~,--tMm-~lats,-streets,

8

alleys-1111a--~t11,lie--g1'fflffl~1··leeatiRg--er--dlMgi11g--eetU1ty

9

seats1-n,gtllati11g-ee'ID'lty-er-t~shir-affairs1-regtt}ati11g-the

10

rraetiee--ift•-eet1Fts-ef-;t!9tiee1-regt1latuig-the-jt:ll'isaietie11

11

llfta•a~ties-ef-;t!9tiees-ef-the-~aee;-reliee-JMgistrate9••Ma

12

£e11stal,les1--ehanging--~e-Pttles-ef-evieenee-il'I-My-trial-er

'13

il'l~~iryt·rfflvieiftg-fer-ehanges-ef-ve11.~e-ui-eivil-er-erbli11al

14

eases1-deelaring-S11y-~ersen-ef-aget·fer-lilllitatien-ef--eivil

15

aetiens--er--giving--effeet--te--uifenal--er-iftvalie-•w1

16

~ttllfflleJ\il'lg-eP-il'IIJ'Meling-grMe-er-~tit-;~rie91-~n,viauig-fer

17

the-l!lllfta,:eent-ef-eel!IMft•Seheelst•·t'egl:llating--the•-rate--ef

18

uiterest---M--1119ney1--the--e~eniftg--er--eeftthtetiftg--ef--My

1q

eleetien 1-er-aesig,1ating-the-rlaee-ef-vetiftg1--the--sale•-er

20

111et'tgage--ef-t'eal-estate-helengiftg-te-~iners-er-ethers-11J1aer

21 ·

aiseility1-the-~t'eteetiM-ef-g911119-er--fish1•-ehal'teriftg••H

22

lieensi11g---feffies---er---tell--hriages1•-n1Mitthlg--fi11es,

23

pe!'l&lties-er-ferfeit~t'est·et'eating,-i11ereasi11g-er-eee"Pe ■si11g

24

fees 1-rerel!fttage-er-allew1111ees-ef-~t11,lie-effieers1--dl111gui.g

25

the-law-ef-aeseeftt1-grMtiftg-te-My-ee~eratiM1·•ssMiati•

26

er--i11airia~al--the--right--te--lay--4iewft•-railnae--tr•cb1

-28-

27

v1111til'lg-te-My-eei,,entieft1•&99eeiatieft•er-•iftdividtsal--My

28

~reeial---eP--exel11.~ive--rPivileie1--t..111111t1ftity--ep--fPMehi9e

29

whateveP~--lft-all-etheP-ea9e91-whePe-a-gefteP&l--law--eM--ee

30

11188e·a~pli~ele-fte-9reeial-law-9hllll-he-eMetetlw ACf IN MY

31

CA"iE \\HERE A Gr:NEIW. ACT CA.~ BE Hi\llE /\PPLICABLE,

Comment: This section was redrafted in shortened fom,
and would, the Committee believes, accomplish the same objectives as under the existing provision.
However, the Colorado Municipal League raised some questions as to whether the removal of the specific prohibitions
mentioned in the current provision would allow the General
Assembly to enact legislation in the areas specifically excluded and that municipalities may, as a result, have to rely
on whatever protection may be afforded them by general law.
Thus, the Municipal League requested,and the Committee concurs,
that the following addendum be made in the Committee's report:
"The question has arisen whether Section 25 of Article V,
as amended, prohibiting special legislation, is intended or
might be construed as a substantive change or modification of
the prohibition on special legislation now appearing in Section 25, even though the purpose of amendments are to modemize the language and to eliminate unnecessary verbiage.
· "Consequently, the Committee on Legislative Procedures
recommends that Section 25 be amended as shown in this report,
but with the added comment that the amendatory version does
not,and is not intended,to substantively narrow or restrict the
prohibition imposed by the original draft of Section 25 of
Article v."
1
2

Section

25a of

article

V of the cono;ti tution of the

state of Colorado is ·repealed.

3

!;;eetieft--2Sa,---~ight--hetsP-•e111rleY!"en,t:,---l'he--gefteP&l

4

1199e11My--9hall-19pevide-ey-law,-Md-!1h&ll-rre!lepiee•9ttt.taele

S

}'eft&ltie9•-feP••the-·vielatiM--thePeef1--fer--a--rePietl--ef

6

el!IJ'}8Y1119ftt•--ftet-•te--exeeed--ei~t--f8➔ ·-hetsP9--withift••My

7

tweftty-fetsP•fa4 ➔ -hettF9·fexeert-ift•ea!le!l-ef--eMePgeriey--whePe

8

life--eP--pFe)'C!Pty•-i9--il'l--i""'ifteftt--daftieP) 1--feP·-rer9eft9

9

ewirleyed-ill-l!l'ldervetu1d-Milles-eP-etheP-tu1dePiP8tlftd-wePk111g9 1

10

hla9t-fttmaee!li ·9111!lteP91 ·&ftd-m.y- ·ePe--P~tsetieft••WeFb--ep

-29-

11

etheP•-~PBl'leh-ef-illdttstiry-eP-la~er-that-the-ie,ieral-assell'lhly

12

fflay-eensider-in;ttriel:!9-er-danieretts-te-healtJii,-life-er-lbits

Comment: It is recommended that this section be repealed;
its provisions are already covered more inclusively by federal
and state statutes and regulations and it is, therefore, no
longer required to retain this provision in the Constitution.
1

Section 26 of article V of the

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section

26.

Signing of bills.

constitution of the

The presiding officer

4

of each houc;e shall ift-the-ppei,enee-ef-the-het!Se-eve!"••vhieh

5

he•-pPesiees, sign all bills and joint resolutions passed by

6

the general assent>ly, afteP•theil'- -UUes-•shall· -have:...t,ee11

7

J'ltl,}iely•-'fead;•-i11a1eeiately-l,efere-siining1 and the fact of

8

signing shall be entered on OR APPEl\1DED TO the journal.

Comment: The amendments to this section, as a whole,
would eliminate the necessity for members to retum to Denver
_ to witness bill signing after the traditional recess at the
end of sessions. This would enable the General Assembly to
adjourn sin~ die at the completion of business, instead of
waiting until~l work on bills is completed preparatory to
their submission to the Governor, including the witnessing of
bill signing. The fact of signing those bills remaining to
be signed after final adjournment would be appended to the
Journals. Pursuant to this latter provision, procedures could
be set up as safeguards against the possibility of a presiding
officer refusing to sign a particular bill. ·
1

Sectim 27 of acticle V of the

2

state of Colorado is mnended to read:

3

Section

27.

Officers

constitutio,,

of the

and en1.Jloyees • cognsation. _

4

The general assembly shall prescribe by

5

RESOWflm the

compensation of

the

6

i\J>POINTEU officers and employees of each house and of

the

7

two houses,

8

treasury, or be in any war authorized to any

nU11her,

and no

duties

pay,oont

-30-

and

law OR

RY

JOINI'

shall be made from the state
person except

9
10

to

an

aetiRg officer or employee eleetee-eP appointed iR

JMP!Ht&11ee-ef

,\ND ACTING PURSU/\i-IT TO law OR

,10rnr

RESOllITION.

Co111nent: The words "or by joint resolution" were added
to this section so that the General Assembly is pemitted to
provide for the hiring of its officers and employees and the
fixing of their compensation in any manner it desires, since
these are matters properly falling within the jurisdiction of
a legislative assembly. These changes would thus accord with
the present situation, wherein the number and compensation of
House and Senate employees are now fixed by Joint Resolution
at the start of each General Assembly.
1

Section 28 of article V of the

2

state of r.olorado is amended to read:

3

Section

28.

constitutim of

the

F.xtra C011'41ensation to officers, employees

4

or contractors forbidden.

s

any

6

employee. agent or contractor.

7

been

8

payment of any claim made against the state without previous

9

authority of law.

extra compen.~ation

No bill shall

to

rendered or contract

be passed giving

any p.1blic officer1 -sef'Yllftt or
after
made.

services

nor

shall

have

providing for the

Commentz In order to modernize this section, the obsolete word "servant" (line 5) was struck.
1

Section 29 of article V of the

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

Section

29,

Contracts

for

constitution

of the

facilities and supplies.

4

All-•statlMe!')'1••pPifttiftg1·•papeP--1111d--f~el•-mee-•ift--the

S

legislati-,e•-1111d--etheP••depaPtllleftts--ef-geWPIUllellt-shall•he

6

ftlmishedt·Md-the-ppifttiftg-1111d-hiftdiq-alltl-dlstPlhttthg--ef

7

the--laws1•-;eKnals1-depaPt111e11t•PepePts1•aJltl-etheP•pPhtiftg

8

1111d•hhdlRSt•1111d•the-,epalPiRg-1111d•f~n1lshhg-the-halls--aJltl

9

ree1119--med--feP-the-1Methg~ef-t11e-ge11ePal-asse1119ly-1111d-lts

10

eelllllittees1•shal}-ee-pePfen1ed-1t11deP-eefttPaet 1-te--he--giveR

11

te••the--lewest-,espe11siele-hidlieP1•helew-s'lteh-1N1XU11111•pPiee
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·n IE

12

Ms-t1nder-stteh-Hg11laHMs•ll.! -111ay-he •r,1'e!lel'iheel-l,y-law~

13

GENI:RAL A'lSIMliLY SHAU. PROVIDE BY J..N\' FOR 1'1IE AO~ISITin~ OF

14

FACILITIES

15

LUGISLATIVTI,

16

r.avr:mffNI',

17

LO'ffiST Rf:SP(NSIBLE BIDDER.

18

department.

!)f-the-geve1'ftlllel'lt shall be in any way inteTested

19

in any ;uch

cnntract1•-11J1el--all--slleh--eel'ltnet9--shaU--i,e

20

slllh _;1:'et- -uH;Jiie-appnval-ef-the-gevel"Ml'•11J1el-state-tPeaS11nl'.

Nm SUPPLIES, PURSUN-rr TO CONfRJ\CT, FOO. TIIE
EXEOJTIVTI,
AND FAOI

AND JUDICIAL DEPAR'IHENTS OF .STATE

sum

CONTRACT SHAU. BE AWARDED TO

TIIE

No nember or officer of any SJOI

Co111nent: The revision of this section reflects general
provisions of existing law which empower the Division of
Purchasing in the Department of Administration to negotiate
and enter into contracts for printing, services, and supplies
for all departments of state govemment.
Conmencing with the language after the semicolon in line
6' and extending through the period in line 12, section 29 currently lists the specific legislative items that must be performed under contract awarded to the lowest responsible bidder.
But the overall effect of the amendatory language is to
require the General Assembly to provide by law for the acquisition of all facilities and supplies for state govemment,
pursuant to contract. Each such contract shall be awarded to
the lowest responsible bidder.
The language deleted (line 4 through line 6 before the
semicolon) was considered archaic and was struck~
The provision in lines 19 and 20 providing that each contract is subject to approval of the Governor and State Treasurer was deleted. Under existing law, the Governor plus the
Co~troller, head of the contracting department, State Purchasing Agent, and Attorney General must sign all contracts.
The Committee could see no good reason for continuing to require the Treasurer to approve contracts.
1

Section 30 of article V of the cnnstitutim of the

2

state

of Colorado

3

N-IF.NlllENI'S. to read:

4

Section

5

public officers,

is

RHPFALED

.AND

REEN/\cruD,

WI111

Salary and tenn of office of elective

30.

No

law shall

-32-

extend . too

tenn of any :

6

elected

7

nor shall the

8

increased or decreased during the term of office for lfflich

9

he

was

public officer
salary

elected,

of

except

after his election or appointment,
any

elected

that · senators

pu1l ic officer be

serving

in

10

successive

11

expense allo-1ances provided l>y law for members of each

12

~cneral assembly.

general

two

ac;scmhlies shall receive the salary and
such

13

SeetieR-•39~•-Sala!)'•ef-gevel'fteP-Md-jllllges-te-he-fixetl

14

;y-legislatMre----·tePlll••ftet-·te--he--exte'ftdetl-•eP••salaPies

1•..l

1peP£A9ed- -ep- -deeneu~ • ·llte-salal'ies-ef-tlte-gevel'fteP-1-tJte

l(j

r,evel'fteP 1 s-seeJ'etapY1·aftd-tlte--;'ttllges--ef--the•-sllJ'Pellle••11J1d

17

dis tPiet- -ee11n,- -ef- tlte-state-sha} I-he- f ixetl-hy-legi91 at ive

18

el'laet!llefttt•rfflvided 1-tltat--the--salaPies--ef--said--8ffieePs

19

kePetefePe•fixed-hy-t11e-eeft9titMtiM-shall-eetttift1te·!ll•fePee

20

t1J11.til-ethePWise-~nvided-feP•hy-legislative-eRaet111eRt,--

21

~e-•law-shall-extel'ld·the·tel'lll-ef-•Y•Jltlhlie-effieeP1•eP

22

iftepease-eP-deePeee- -his- -salapYr-afteP- -hb- -eleeti1111- -eP

23

ai,peilttJllel'tt1-as-fixed-hy-legislative-e11aetJ11eRt~

.

.

Comment: When introduced in bill fo:rm, Section 30 of
Article V will be repealed. However, a redrafted and shortened version (lines 4 through 12) will be added to Article
XII, Section 11. Since both the new and old version deals
with the salary and tems of office of all elected public officers, relocating this section in Article XII, which pertains to public officers in general, was believed desirable.
The following is a list of the substantive changes to
Section 30: .
(1) Holdover Senators would be allowed to have increases in their salaries at the same time as all other members of
the General Assembly, instead of having to wait until the
start of a new tem of office -- lines.9-12 -- (See also Sections 6, 9, and 43).
(2) The proposed rewording deletes references to the
salary of the Govemor's Secretary and other outdated references (line 16).
(3) To clarify the meaning of "public officer" and make
this section consistent with Article VI, Section 18 (the
-33-

Judicial Article), as amended in 1966, public officer was
changed to mean "elected public officer'' (lines 6-7).
For instance, questions were raised as to whether the
existing prohibition against extending the term or increasing
or decreasing a "public officer's" salary, also applied to
appointive civil service or non-civil service heads of departments, divisions, boards, and commissions, such as the

P.u.c.

Article VI, Section 16 provides that salaries •may be
increased but may not be decreased" during the term of office
of a judge or justice. Furthe.r, a judge or justice is no
longer considered an elective officer under the Judicial Article, as amended. Thus, the rewritten section is consistent
with existing circumstances and provisions.
1

Section

Revenue

31.

bills.

Al L hi'us fdr raising

2

revenue shall originate in the hruse of representatives; but

3

the senate may propose

4

hills.

amendments,

a,

in

case

of

other

Cormnent: The Committee recommended that the members of
the General Assembly should determine whether Section 31
should be repealed. This section, therefore, will be introduced in its present fom.
1
2
3

Secti~1

32

of

article

V

of the.constitution of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 32.

Appropriation bills.

sill

4

appropriation

5

appropriations

6

legislative,

7

institutions, interest on the pli>lic debt,

8

sd1ools.

9

bills, each enbracing but one subject.

for
and

BILLS
the

judicial

shall

l'fte-ge1teHl

GENERAL

'embrace nothing but

e:iq1e1t!9e---ef---t!he

executive,

departments of the state, state
and

fe'P

p.al>lic

All other appropriations shall be made by separate

Comments: The word "bills" was substituted for "bill"
to sanction the introduction o1 more than one appropriation
bill. Also, the change would accord with the reference to
appropriation bill~ in Section 21.

-34-

The words II expense of the" was struck, since. it does not
now include capital outlay and capital construction in accounting teminology.
1

Section

2

33 of article

V of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is repealed.

3

f;;eeti911-JJs·•fli!hHP!et11eft~-ef-J?tll,lie--111efteys•••Ne--111eftey

4

9)1aU-he•J'&itl-eHl-e_f-~e-lPea5HpY•exeept •HJ'M ·&l'l"'r>f",.i&Ueft9

5

111&tle- -hy- - }awy-Mtl•eft-W&f'Pllft~-tlf'aW11-hy-tlle-J'PeJtf'r c)ff •eef'-i11

6

}'ltlP!llllftee•tlle-.eefs

Comment: Article V, Section 33 is repealed, and its
wording, with some modemizing changes, is included in the
amended version of Article IV Section 16, since it was believed that the directive is Intended for the executive
branch and properly belongs in the Article pertaining to the
Executive Department. (See page 7, lines 17-20).
1

Sectioo 34.

Appropriations

to private

in~t;t.,.tions

2

forbidden.

No

aprropriation shall be made for charitable,

3

industrial,

educational

4

person,

s

ront rol of the state, nor to any denominational or sectarian

6.

institution or a-.sociatioo.

corporation

or

or henevolent

purposes

to

any

romnunity not

lDlder the absolute

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
1

Section 35.

Delegation of po~r.

TI1f'

~cr.eral assembly

2

shall

3

corporaqon qr 11ssociation, any pOl~er to "'~~'-', supervise or

4

interfere with any nunicipal improvement, 11111ney, property or

5

cffc-cts, whether held in trust

h

taxes or perfonn any municipal function wh;itever.

not

delfg~te

to any

special

COIIIJli~sion,

or otheTWiS<',

or

private

to

levy

Comment: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
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1

2

Section

36 of

article

V of the constitution of the

state of Colorado is rerealed.

~

SeetieR-~e,--b8W9-8R-inVe9tJlleRt-ef--tmt-•fJ!!p••·•l'he

4

r,effePal--a99efflly•-9halli·-£Pe111--t!.llle--te--t!Jlley--eRaet-law9

'i

~Pe,ePihiRr,•-tYJ'!e9•-eP--e}a99e9--ef--iRvest111eRt9---feP---the

h

iRve,t111eRt- -ef- -fttRds- -held- -1,y- -exe~eP9; ·-aMiRi9tP8 ten,

7

.t,:tBPtti8Rsy-eeR9ePYateP9•11J'\d-etheP-tPHStees 1-wke9e--reweP••ef

R

iRve,t111eRt--i,--Ret--9et--ettt-iR-the-instftlllleRt-ePeatiRg-tlte

'1

tn1~h

Comment: The Committee recommends the repeal of this
section because the protection of such funds as firemen's retirement funds are so thoroughly ingrained in Colorado law
that this section is considered superfluous.
!:"',cction 37 of article V of

1

2

the

cons ti tut ion

of

the

state of Colorado is repealed.

3

ReetieR--~~.--Q\ange-ef-veRttew--l'ke-i,eweP-te-ehM~-tlte

4

veRtte-iR-eivil-aRd-ePinliRal-ea9e9-9hall--ee--vested--iR--the

Comment: The Supreme Court has the power to change
venue under Article VI, Section 21, as amended, and the Court
has no objections to its repeal; thus, the Committee recommends its repeal.
1

Section 38 of article V of

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:
f,ection

3

38.

No

the

constitutim

of the

liability exchanged or released.

4

obligation or liability of

S

corporation,

6

rorporation therein, shall ever be

7

remitted, released or postponed, or in any way diminished by

8

the general assembly I mr shall such liability or ohligatim

9

be

10

held or

extinguished

t rcasury.

any

person,

association

No
or

CMned by the state, or any nunicipal

except

exchanged,

transferred,

by payment thereof into the proper

111IS SECTl()II 9-IALL Nl)T PRaIIHIT TIIE l'IRJTE-OFF OR

-36-

12

I.Al'/.

Comment: The Committee recommends the repeal of this
section on the recommendation of the Legislative Audit Committee which reported that as long as it is retained, it is
not possible to write-off old, uncollectable accounts presently on the books.
The last sentence, however, was added and would implement the Audit Committee's recommendations.
1

2

Section 39 of article V of the constitution of the
state of Colorado is repealed.

3

~eetien---;9,---l=lPC!leP9-•8M••Pe!elHtiffl\5••pPe9el'ltee--te

4

gevePMP,•-~YepY-ePdeP1·Pe9elHtieH-•eP••vete--te••whieh·-the

5

eeHeHPPeHee--ef--l,eth-hetl!e9•11111y-he·Heee9sapY1·exeept•ffll·the

6

~ttestieH··ef--adjfflll'ftJlleRt1··eP•·Peiat!Jl~---selely---te---the

7

tPM9aetien---ef--hH9ifte99--ef--the--twe·-het1ses 1--9hall--he

8

rPe!eHted·ffl·the-~vePMP1·Md·ltefepe-it-shall•take•·effeet,

9

se-aprTitved-hy-hbl 1•eP·lteift~-di9arrTIWed 1-shall·he•Pe•J'lllt9ed

10

sy--twe-thiPd!--ef--heth•-heH!le!;-aeeerii.1'g-te-the-fllle9-lb'ld

11

lWutieH9-pPe9ePih&d-ift-ease-ef•a-sill,

Comment: This section is recommended for repeal, since
the practice of presenting all Joint Resolutions to the Govemor has not been followed consistently and would be impractical if it were.
1

;,ection 40 of article V of

2

state of Colorado is amended to read:

3

:,cction 40.

the

constitution of the

Rribcry in g1•ncral assembly.

H-My

4

rePseH-eleeted-te-eitheP-het19e-ef-tne-,,eHePal-a99e111hly-9hall

5

effeP-eP-pPe111ise-te -give-hi9 ·m1'e-"'r • iHHHeN!e-!1'1- -faveP- -ef

6

eP•11gaift9t-aHy-111eut1Pe-eP-pPefl"9 l t-i"" -reHdiH~•eP-)'1'9pe9ee-te

7

~e-·iHtl'9dHeee••!J'l••the-geHePal•a~~e1Mly-ift-eeH!il!lePatieH-eP

8

HpeH•eeHditieH·that-My•etheP-pePseH--eleeted--te--the•·!llllle

9

~ftepa}-a99elllhly-will-give-eP•will·)'Pe111ise-eP-a99eRt·te-iive
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10

ki9--vete--eP--iHfltteftee--iJl--faveP--ef-eP•ataift9t-My-etl\eP

11

lll!!RSHPe-eP·r•ere9itieft•reftdiftr,-eP-rPere~ed-te-he--ifttPedtte~d

12

tft--9Heh--r,eftePRl--as9ell'lhly 1-the-repseft-111akint-sHeh-effep-ep

13

r•e111ise;-sh11ll-l,e-dee111ed·1~ttiHy-ef-selieitatieft•ef--J,pihery.,

14

Jf-al'l)'·l!lelPhep-ef-the-ieftePal-as9elll1'ly-shall-give-hi9-vete-eP

15

inflHeftee--feP-eP-agaift9t-al'l)'·111easHPe-eP•r•epe9itieft-}'9Jlltliftg

16

_i" -9Heh-geHeP&l-a99ell'Bly ,-eP-effePy-)'ftll!li9e-eP-a99eJ'lt •9e- -te

17

de 1--H}'8ft••eeftditieft•that-My-etheF-l!lel!lheF-will-give-eP•will

18

J'Pel!lise-eP-a99eftt-te-~ive-hi9-vete-ep-!HfiHePtee•ift-faveP••ef

19

eP--agaUt9t•-My--etheP-·l!lell3HPe--eP-•r•ere9itieft•peNliftg-eP

20

J'P8f199ed-te-he-i1'tPedtteed-i1'·9Heh-genePal--a99e,lll,ly1•-eF-•ift

21

eeft9itlePatieft••that--any-e~heP·l!lelllheF-hath-giveft-hi9-vete-eP

22

inflHeftee-feP-eP•agaift9t-My-etheP-l!lea9HPe-eP-rl'eJ'e9itieft-i1'

23

9Heh-~ftePal-899e!lhly;-he-9hall-he-dee11ed-gttilty-ef-hPihepYt

24

llftd•&l'l)'·l!le!llheP-ef-the-ge11eral-as9eJRhly,--ep--peneft••eleeted

25

thePete 1--whe--9hall•-he--gttilty--ef-eithep-ef-9tleh-effm9e9

26

shRll-he-e:,q,e}led;-Md-9hall-Mt-he-thepeafteP--eliiihle--te

27

the·9lll!le•~ftePal•U9ell'BlYt•Md1•eft-eeftvietieft•tftepeef•ift•the

~8

eivil-eettPt9,•9hall·he-liaele-te-sHel!.•fHPtheP-peftalty-a9•My

29

l,e--i,Pe9ePihed--hy--law.. ANY MIJ.IBER OF nrn GENE'RAL J\S.51:i.tiLY

30

\'/HO, /\T

31

INFLUENQ:;

32

BE INTROOUCID IN 1l-lE GINERAL ASSU,IDLY, IN CO:--lSIOERATION

33

TIIE

34

11:NJTu\L J\SSI.MBLY FOR OR AC.AINST nrn SAME OR ANY

35

~11:ASURE

36

l'Rn-llSE 'nlERF.OF, IS ClJI LTI OF BRIBERY /\ND

37

l'IJNISIIMI.Nf

3B

f!H-IBER OF TIIE GENUR/\L !\SSIMLILY, l!PCN CONVICTION OF

39

SIW..L

40

i;[NHW. A<,SIMRLY.

AN{

TIME, OFFERS, PRO-HSffi , OR

HIS

GIVES

VOTE OR

FOR OR AGAINST ANY r-1EASURTI PENDING OR PROPOSED

PRC1-1ISE

OR

BE

OR

GIVING OF /\

varn

ro
FOR

OF ANOTIIER t-EMBER OF TIIE

CTTI!ER

~OI

IN CONSIIJER/\TION OF MY TIIING OF VAUJE OR mE

111ERERJR /1....',

IS

PRUSCRIBf:D

SUBJECT TO SUOI
BY

LAW.

NN

surn

RRIBERY,

INULIGIBLE TO SERVTI TIIEIUW:TER AS A Mll-IBER OF TIIE
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Comment: This section was redrafted in a shortened and
streamlined fo1111 and would, the Committee believes, accomplish
the same purposes as prescribed in the existing section.
1

Section 41 of article V of the

2

state of C.Olorado is amended to read:

3

Section 41.

a:>ns ti tut ion

Bribery of public officer.

of

the

Any person who

4

shall

S

J0011ey or thing of value,

6

J'l!P!leHl••11.b1111t!11.ge to any ~UMBER OF lHE GENERAL ASSIMJLY OR

7

TO ANY <mlER PUBLIC OFFICER IN TIIE executive or

8

eHieep• -ep- •111!1119eP- -ef- -tl'le- •geRePd-H!lell'eiy OOPAR'IMENT OF

9

STATE (;()Vl:Rlf.lJ-Nr, to influence him in the perfonnan~ of any

JO

of his public or official ID\'.'EHS OR duties, !1'111111-he--tfeetllett

11

TS guilty of hrihery and he-J'tffli!llted•ift-91:le'll-11111.MeP•ll.!l-!IMH

12

l,e

13

l'IUSCHrnEn by law.

directly or

SUll,lliCT

TO

SUOI

indirectly offer, give, or promise any
te,UJM11ial1

OR priviiege,

PUNISIIMUIT lHrnEFOR /IS

el'

judicial

IS rP9YMed

Comment: For the purposes of this final report, Article
V, Section 41 is amended; however, when considered as a concurrent resolution, Section 41 will be repealed and the version
shown here will be placed in Article XII, Section 7 (1).
Existing Article Xll, Section 7 will be repealed and reenacted and the wording will become part of Article V, Section 2

(2).

(See page

16.)

In addition to clarifying language, the words "personal
advantage" was struck in line 6 because the Committee believed the language is too broad. Should it be considered
bribery, for example, if a labor group promises a member of
the General Assembly its support in the next election if he
would support labor legislation?
1
2
3

Section 42 of article V of the con.c;titution of. the
state of Colorado is ancnded to rend:
Section

42.

Corrupt

solicitation of ioombers

and

4

officers.

S

the general assenbly or of public officers of the

6

of any 111111idJ'11.l-tfiYbie11 POLITICAL SI.IBOIVISIC'N thereof, and

The offense of corrupt solicitation of meri,ers of
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state

or

7

any

8

or officers to influence ~1eir official

9

defined

10

ocrupation or practice of solicitation of such members

hy

law•

and

shall

he

action.

p.mished hy

shall
fine.

be

ad

imprismment. OR Balli.

Comment: For the purposes of this final report, Article
V, Section 42 is amended; however, when introduced, Section
42 will be repealed and the amended version shown above will
become Article XII, Section 7 (2), since it pertains to officers in general. Existing Article XII, Section 7, on oath
of office for legislators, will become part of Article V,
Section 2 (2). lSee page 16.)
The amendment in line 6, in which "political subdivision"
is substituted for "municipal division", broadens the scope
of covereage of this section. In lines 9 and 10 the amendmend changes the punishment for corrupt solicita!ion to fine,
imprisonment, or both, rather than just fine and iaprisonment.
1
2

Section 43 of article V of the constitution

of the

state of Colorado is 1111ended to read:

3

Section

43.

~bmber

interested

shall

not

vote.

A

4

ment>er who has a personal or private interest in any measure

S

or bi 11 proposed or pending

6

shall

7

nrmher • and skaH-Aet-ve1:e- -tkePeeR"

8

VITTING lllEIU:DN.

9

FR.CM VITTING TO PIX

10

disclose

the

fact

before
to

the

the

general

assembly•

house of which he is a
'MAY

BE EXOJSED FRCf,I

1111S PROVISION 91J\LL .NITT EXOJSE A Sf.NATCR

TI!E

SAL1\RY OR

I:XPFNSE i\LLCWANCES

OF

MJJ.IBERS OF A SUBS~Uf:Nl' GrnERAL i\.SSI:MRLY.

Comment: The amendments to Section 43 address themselves
to the two problems discussed below pertaining to conflict of
interest.

(1) Conflict of lnterest in General. There is need to
modify the present absolute prohibition on voting when a member has a "personal or private" interest in a bill.
For example, the existing language of Section 43 requires
all members to disclose "personal or private interests" in
measures before the General Assembly and to refrain from voting on such measures. However, the Committee believes these
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prohibitions may be too inflexible and
stance, the provision could be carried
bidding all legislators from voting on
they happen to be taxpayers and, thus,
ests in the outcome.

unrealistic. For into the extreme of fora tax-bill because
have personal inter-

More realistically, however, the inflexibility of the
provision does not allow a member to differentiate between
obvious conflicts of interest, i.e., voting for or against a
bill because personal monetary gain or loss is at stake, and
the more nebulous areas which constantlr confront part-time
legislators. An example of the latter s the legislator who
also happens to be a school teacher. Does this circumstance
mean that he must refrain from voting on a bill which may
grant school teachers the right to enter into collective bargaining agreements with local school boards? Obviously, forbiding a legislator to vote on this basis would be extreme.
But similar questions have been raised due to the existence of
this section.
The amendatory language -- "MAY BE EXCUSED FRa.t VOTING
THEREON." (lines 7-8) -- would not necessarily prohibit individual legislators from voting in such instances; instead, a
realistic determination could be made based on individual circumstances rather than an inflexible constitutional provision.
Legislative rule could spell out areas of conflict or provide
procedures for determining when conflicts exist.
(2) Conflict When Holdover Senators Vote Own Salary
Increases. The intent of the amendments to Sections 6 and 30
and the repeal of Section 9 is to pennit all legislators to
realize salary and expense allowance increases at the commencement of each new General Assembly, and not tie such increases to their tenns of office as at present.
The problem of conflict of interests arise if holdover
Senators are allowed to vote their own increases in compensation, effective at the commencement of a new General Assembly.
However under the recommended amendatory language by the Committee (the last sentence), holdover Senators would be required to vote such increases, which would expressly provide
that holdover Senators not only can vote on bills for such
increases, but cannot be excused from voting. The Committee's
action is further substantiated by an opinion from Mr. Duke
Dunbar, the Colorado Attomey General.
In a written opinion submitted to the Committee on the
question of whether a conflict of interest would exist if
holdover Senators voted their own increases in compensation,
Mr. Dunbar ruled that such situations would not represent
conflicts of interest if the electorate removed such restric-
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tions by adopting Section 30, as amended. However, Mr. Dunbar
said that specific language authorizing holdover Senators to
vote on such questions would be advisable for two reasons:
(1) It would eliminate any doubt as to whether
withdrawal of the negative prohibition carried with
it the concommittant affimative power to so act;
(2) It would overcome the fear that the legislators were "trying to pull a fast one." (Attorney
General's Opinion 71-4625).
1
2
3

Section 44 of article V of ti1e constitution of the
state of Colorado is amended to read:
Section 44.

Representatives

in

congress.

9fte

4

np'Pl!9eBtative-iR-the-el!ll'\gn9s-ef-the-l:hlitfl41-~tates-9ha.ll-lte

5

eleeted--f1'8M•tile-state-at-laPie-atTthe-fiPst-eleetieB•tdldeP

6

this-eeastitHtiea 1-al'ld-~epeafteP-at-sHeh-tbles--Md•-plaee9

7

Md••iB-SHM·INll'UleP•M·fflll)'·he-pPeSe!ihed-hy•law, TIIE GENERAL

8

A5S[MBLY SHALL DIVIDE TIIE STATI~

9

DISTICTS

A.S

1HERE

ARE

rnro

/IS

MANY

~rnmFSSICff\L

REPRESENTATIVES

rn

CONGIBS.5

TIIE CONGRESS OF TIIE ltUTED

10

1\ProlITIONED TO nns STATE BY

11

STAms

12

FRavl EAm DIS1RICT. • When a new apportionment shall be made

13

by congress the general assembly shall divide the state into

14

oongressi01:13l districts acoordingly.·

roR TIIE ELECTION OF ONE REPRESINI'ATIVE TO crnGRESS

· Cment: ·obsolete language was struck and the section
modernzed.
1

Section 45.

General assen'bly. The general assenbly

2

shall consist of not lll)re than thirty-five members of the

3

senate and of not lll)re than sixty-five mermers of the house

4

of representatives, one to be elected from each senatorial

5

and each representative district, respectively.

Cfflnt: There is no change in this section from the
present ·nstitution.
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Section 46.

1

1

f>enatorial and representative districts,

2

TI1e state shall be divided

into

as

many -senatorial

and

3

representative districts as there are members of the senate

4

and house of representatives respectively, each district

S

each hou.,;e having a population as nearly equal as may be, as

6

required by the constitution of the United States.

in

C~nt: There is no change in this section from the
pre sen
nstitution.
Section

1

Composition of districts.

47,

Each district

2

shall he as canpact in area as possible and shall consist of

3

contiguous whole general election precincts.

4

tJ1e

5

the general assanl>ly to

6

population requirements of section 46, no part of one comty

7

shall

8

districts.

9

if any, in legislative districts, shall be as prescribed by

10

saroo house shall not overlap.

be

be

Districts

of

Except when declared by

necessary to meet

the

equal

added to all or part of another COI.Dlty in fotming
When cot.11ty bomdaries are changed, adjustments,

law.

Com111ent: There is no change in this section from the
present Constitution.
•;pct ion
7

q;it,· of

l'~n

''

articJc

V

of the cnw;tit11tio11 of thf:'

Pcvisio11 an,I alt,:,ratiPn or di<tr i(·' "·

IJl/\!'1.1.Y follo1,dnp, ofricial puhJ ii::ation nf

of

!'llt111erati11n
:i

of

i:nJnrado is ;11nc>mlrd 1.o read:

·:vet.ion 4R.

,

,,

48

the

'"' let ,\I. u.~r.n:ni\T[(N

1:•·111.·ral

assembly

111

1,nu11dari,:,s

l1

acn,nling

of
to

population

I,rsrn1cr

~,i1:ill

St'natorial

of
/\:m

cstahJ tsh

and

the
1\1,(Y}.:

rach

state,

f,,,t,•nil

TNCllllllN<;

:;Ti\TTSTTC',,

thr

or re-vise and 11ltrr the

rcprcs!'ntativc

districts

the provisions of sect ions 4(, and 47.
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(1)

mrr

TIIF

I)

I::;

llTCINNr,\I,

l·J:111:P,\I.

HllJ~ll:l~TTON

OF

mE

l'l)HII.I\TJnN

OF ·nm

•;TAIT. Mtcr forty-five tl:tys fn~n the beginning of cadt sud1
l I'

,)

rei!ular scs-; ion, no iocmher of the general asscmh 1y shall
,.·ntitlecl

to

or

earn

rut}' a>n~iensation for his services or

]7

receive ;my payment for salary or expenses,

lR

mc,i1hC'f

lie

be

nor

shat 1 any

eligible to succeed himself in office, unless and

tnttil such revision and altcratim shall have been made.

Comment: In order to eliminate some of the recent confusion as to when redistricting must be completed and the
type of data needed, the Committee recommends the clarifying
language found in lines 5-8.

Additionally, the new wording in lines 11-14 provides
that the General Assemblr shall redistrict only once following the federal dicennia enumeration; however, it would not
prevent a court from so doing.

-·1

(2) Each paragraph, sentence and clau.c;e of sections 45,

2

~<i, 47 and 48 shall be deemed to be severable from all other

3

parts thereof and shall be interpreted to presurve,

4

primary µ.irpose

S

districts.

6

;1e,-,wient- -e•- -:fmieial- -toleel11nHeR- -peFt11t11iftl!•-te-i,eetieR!I

•7

:kePehy-•e1'ealedr•MP•the-f11UttPe-ef-the-F;tate-ef-E:eJ:e!'1Hle-M

tile roof,

Nothing in

said

the

creation

sections

of

£e11t11ifled,--neP--My

e.entolttet-s-een!H!-ifl•l88S-11ntol-stth!e~11ent-yea~i,, shall

9

tJ1e

lmis

the

at

rcople

the

single meni>er

8

validity of

as

affect

any .time enacted by the general

lll

assembly or by

on

any

subject

not

directly

11

pertaining to legislative districting or apportionJIW!nt.

Coment: The deleted language on lines 5-8 eliminates
obsolete language.
Article V, Section 49 was divided into three subsections.
1

2

Section 49

of article V of the constitutioo of the

state of Colorado is amended to read:
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3

Section 49.

Appointment of
-

-

term -

4

qWllifications

5

111ajority vote of the nanher5 dccted to and serving in each

6

hou~c,

7

affiliation, a state auditor,

8

JX.ihl ic accomtant

9

serve for a term of five years and t.ntil his

shall

<lutic5,

!'lt.ate auditor

appoint,

The general asseni>ly, by a

(1)

without
who

regard

to political

shall be a

certified

licensed to practice in this state, to

and qualified.

be

ineligible

is

10

appointed

11

appeiRtJlleRt-a9-9tate~attaiteP•feP•JMPe-ti.u--twe--eeRseetttive

12

tePlll9y••eP••feP••aJ'peiRtllleftt•eP election to any other pwlic

13

office in this state

14

while serving as state auditor. Mli-feP•twe-yeaJ19-feHewi.~

15 ·

the-teJ1111iJlati811•ef-hi,-seniee9-a9-9tteh-state•-l!taitePw

16

may be removed for cause at any time by a two-thirds vote of

17

the 111C1IDers elected to and serving in each house.

He

shall

successor

for

from which • canpensation is derived

He

COJ11Dent: The effect of the amendments to Section 49 (1)
are to remove the two tem limitation for the State Auditor
(lines 11, 12, 14, and 15) and to pemit the State Auditor to
be hired by the state upon leaving office.
The Committee believes the current restrictions should
no longer apply.
1

It

(2)

2

conduct

3

accomts

4

and

5

ed.lcational

6

5ection 14 of article

7

perfonn similar or

8

political subdivisions of the state as sl~all

9

time be required of him by law.

Comment:
guage.

post

shall be hi, TIIE duty OF TIIE STATE NJDITOR to
audits

of all

financial

transactions

and

kept by or for all departments, offices, agencies,

in5titutions

of the

institutions

state

government,

including

notwithstanding the provisions of

IX of

this

constitution,

related duties with

and to

respect to sud1
from

time

to

The new wording on line 1 is clarifying lan-
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1

(3)

Not

tmrc

tl11m thrC'e mcmhers of tltc staff of tltc-

2

state auditor shall he

exempt

from

3

!lePviee l'ERSOl'-l'-lTIL ;,YSTEM nF ·n IE ~1'ATI~,

tltc

dll!ll'liHet4--dvH

Connent: The words "personnel system of the state" was
substituted for "civil service" to accord with the constitutional provision adopted in November, 1970.
ARTICLE X
1
2

Section

12

of article

X of the cons ti tut ion of the

state of Colorado is repealed.

3

Seetien-law--RepePt-ef-!ltate-tPeasMPtfw--The--tPea!IMPeP

4

!lhall-keep-a-!leJ'IIPate-aeeetmt-ef-eau-f'lfl'la-in-lu!I-Mftdst-and

5

!!hall;-at-the-end-ef-eaeh-~aPtep-ef-the-fi9e11l-yeaPy•npePt

6

te--the--ge\lel'MP--in-WPitfflt 1-tl!'laeP•eath1-the•flllletu1t-ef-all

7

111eney!l-ift-hi!1-h8fta!l•te-the-ePedit-ef-every--!IMeh--f'lfl'lay--8ftd

8

the--plaee--whepe--the--!lllfflf!--ape-kept-eF-aepe!litedy-Ma-the

9

nMlii,ep-8fta•8!11etmt-ef-eveey-wa1'1'aRt-Peeeived;-and-the--nt1111eeP

10

8ft&••8Jll8tlftt•-ef--evepY-•1fflPPant--paid--thePefPeM--at1Ping-the

11

~t1aptePw--~weaPmg-fal!lely--te--any--st1eh--npePt--!lhall•-ee

12

deeMed--~ePjt1pYr--The-geveffleP-!lhall-eat1se-evepY•!ltteh-PepePt

13

te·8e•-il!IIRediately--pt1eH:!1hed--in--at--least--ene--newspareP

14

pPinted--at--the--9eat--ef--gevePJV11ent,-and-ethePWise-a9-tl,e

15

genePal-a!l!le1Mly-1My•-Pe~iPer---'fhe•-ienepal-•a!l!le111Bly~•My

16

~Pevide--1,y--law-fyptheP-Pegtllatiel'l.!l-feP-the-!lafekee~ing-and

17

MMage111ent--ef--the--~t!l,lie--f'lfl'lds--il'l--the--hMds--ef---the

18

t1'ell!lt1PeP1··et1t,--netwith!ltMding--My-·!ltll!h-Pegt1latiM1•the

19

tPea!lt1PeP-Ma-hi!l--!lt1Petie!l--!1hall--il'l--ail--ell!le!l--ee--held

Comment: Article X, Section 12 is repealed, and that
wording, with some modernizing changes, is included in Article IV, Section 16 (See page 7, lines 4-16).
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ARTICLE XII
~:.Cction
2

state

4

of

7 of

Colorado

Section

7.

articleb

XI l of the con-.dtution of t.Jic-

IU:l'L/\1.EI)

!\Nil

Rribery - corrupt solicitation,

person who shall directly

6

pranise

7

mcmher of the

R

officer in the cxea1tivc or judicial department of th11 state

9

government,

money

his pu!>lic or official

11

brihery

12

prescribed by law.

(2)

or

giVl',

11.c;scmhly or

to

nny

other public

influence him in the r~?rforrnance of any of

10

1

offer,

or thing of value, or privilege, to any

general

to

indirectly

/lny

(1}

S

any

or

lff!11

l:l:INACmD,

and subject

p01~ers
to

or

dut ics,

such punishment

is

guilty ·of

tJ1erefor

a::;

is

The offense of cornipt solicitation of mc..'lli1ers of

2

the

general

assembly or of public officers of the st ate or

3

of any political subdivision thereof, and any OCL"l.lpation or

4

practice

S

influence their official action, shall be

6

and shall he punished by fine, imprisorunent, or both.

of solicit11tion

of such

nemhers or officers to
defined by

law,

1

Seetieft-1r--Qatn-ef-111e111hePs-ef-geftePal-asselRl,~r--~ve-.y

2

111elllheP•-ef--the-ieftePal-assellll,ly-snall-hefepe-ne-ettel'i.-MJM'ft

3

Ms-effi:eial -tlMUes-take-aft-eath-ffl'•afHnatiM1• -te- •5MJ'Jl9pt

4

tne--eeft5ti:tMtieft•-ef•-tfte-Wftitetl•6tates-aM•9f•tfte•5tAte-ef

s

€elentle 1 -Mtl-te-faitnfttlly-r,e•fel'lll-the-t1Mties-ef-l'lis-effiee

6

aeeePtlift~--te--tne--ltest--ei--nis--eiiityr---l'kis--88tft••eP

7

affiP1Mtieft-•Sftal}--9e-amftis1!epetl-i.Jl-tfte-nall-ef-tne-ne115e

CoD1Dent: The present wording of this section was dele•
ted and moved to Article V, Section 2 (2) (page 16) becauae.
it was felt that the subject-matter more properly belongs in
the Legislative Article rather than remaining in Article XII
which pertains to public officers in general.
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The amendatory language in this section is the existing
wording of Article V, Section 41 (see page 39) which is now
Section 7 (1) and Article V, Section 42 lsee page 39) which
is now Section 7 (2). These sections as is the case of the
existing Section 7, were.moved to Article XII because it was
felt that the subject-matter of these provisions applied to
public officials in general, and should not remain in the
Legislative Article.
ARTICLE XII
1

~;cction 11 of article XII of the

2

state of r~lorado is 11111cndcd to read:

~

~,cctlon

11.

constitution of the

mccteu puhl ic off iccr5 - tenn - salary -

NO JAW SIL'\IJ, EXTI:NO TIIE TtmM OF AfiY RLl:Cil:D PUBLIC

4

vacnncy.

S

orrrrnrr

J\Fllm IIIS F.LECTION OR

6

'.,ALJ\HY

OF

7

JlECREASEIJ ll\lRJN(; TIIE

8

ELECTED,

9

SUCCESSIVE (;J:NERAL A<;SO-IBLIES SHALL RECEIVE TIIE

/ffi

EXCPJYf

ELECTI:D

ruBLTC

TE~I

NOit

N'l10IN1NENT,

OF

OFFICER
OFPICE

TilAT SENATOR<;

BE
FOR

SERVING

~W.L TI IF.

Ir-l:RfA5F.n OR
,..mm

S"ERVING

IIE

W/1.S

IN lWO

SAu\RY

10

EXPEN.'>E

11

r.tNERAL ASSEmLY.

12

to fill a vacancy shall terminate at the expiratim of

13

term during whid1 the vacancy ocmrred.

AND

ALLOl"lANCES PIWVIDHJ BY LAW FOR MB1BERS OF EAOI sum

TI1e term of office of any officer elected
the

Comment: The amendatory language to Article XII, Section
11 is basically the language of Article V, Section 30, as
amended. For comment on the substantive changes to Section 30,
see page 32.
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II.

Co11111ittee Structure

Considerable attention has been directed at the collllllittee structure of the General Assembly since the Conaittee on
Legislative Procedures began work·in.the 1966 interim. The
Procedures Conaittee•s prior recommendations in this area have
been ~~e~ a~ ~~-~engthea,~ng the co•i tt,e system, w,bi~h_if
perhaps the ker and most important factor in any legislative
body. Virtual y every piece of legislation must at one tiJBe
or another come under the scrutiny of a Coanittee of Reference of the General Assembly. Thus, in order to help cOllllittees accomplish their work, a number of reco•endations have
been implemented, including:
(1)

A reduction in the number of committees in
the House and Senate;

(2)

Providing a suite of House Conmittee Rooms,
including two more hearing rooms;

(3)

Establishing a regular schedule of committee meetings so that both members and the
public know when and where a particular
committee will meet;

(4)

Professional staff assistance has been provided for each committee by the Legislative
Council;

(5)

Coqaittee rules of procedure have been
adopted; and

(6)

Conflicts for members serving on more than
one committee have been eliminated bI
11 categorizing committees".
Under th s system, each committee of each house has been
placed in one of four categories and all
conmittees in an individual category meet
at the same time. Members are assigned to
no more than one committee in each category.

Collllittee Recomendationf• The above changes have resulted in many efficiencies inegislative operations and have,
in general, strengthened the Colorado comittee structure.
However, some of these improvements have, perhaps, brought to
light some additional problems that the Conaittee on Legislative Procedures believes need.attention. Some of these problems are enumerated below and are, the Committee belieYea.
closely interrelated:
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(1) Regularly scheduled committee meetings have resulted in Senate members having no free time during the Monday through Thursday period for "doing homework". In tum,
this result has contributed to relatively poor attendance at
committee meetings, on occasion, since members simply must
get that •homework" done.
(2) There is a need for members of Committees of Reference to develop more expertise in subject-matter areas with
which committees normally deal. That is, there is a need for
periodic review of problems in the executive departments by
committees and there is an increasing necessity for a representative group of Colorado legislators to respond to actions
proposed and taken at the federal level.
(3) There is also an increasing desirability of having the Legislative Council designate members from the Committees of Reference as joint interim study groups.
In order to help eliminate these problems, the following recommendations are made for adoption at the commencement
of the 1972 session and for implementation at the close of
the Session:
(1) Eleven Parallel Committees in Each House and Reduce Number of Members. It is recommended that there be
created 11 subject-matter Committees of Reference in each
house, consisting of 15 members in the House of Representatives and 9 members in the Senate. (Table I shows the committees, the consolidations that would be effected, and the
number of bills each committee was assigned in the 1971 session.) The House and Senate Services Committees, the House
Rules Committee, and the Senate Calendar Committee would be
in addition to the Committees of References shown in Table I.
In the current General Assembly, there are now 13 committees in the House and 12 in the Senate. There are 15 members per House Committee; and in the Senate, there are three
committees with 9 members, one with 11 members, and 8 with 12
members.
In order to implement the recommended 11 coDDDittee parallel structure shown in the Table, House Natural Resources
would be consolidated with Agriculture and Livestock,and House
Labor and Employment Relations would be consolidated with Business Affairs. In the Senate, Institutions and Social Services would be consolidated with Health and Environment.
In recommending these consolidations, the Committee,
among other factors, considered the close subject-matter
relationship between committees.
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Table I
HOUSE AND SENATE BILLS
REFERRED TO CO.WITTEES
1971 SESSIOO

House Coamittees

No. of
Bills
Referred

Senate Committees

No. of
Bills
Referred

52

Agriculture, Livestock
and Natural Resources

48

85

Appropriations

99

1.

Agricul ture-ue. Uvestock
AND Natural Resources

2.

Appropriations

3.

Business Affairs AND
Labor &-~.. -aei..tieM

4.

Education

55

Education

39

5.

Finance

78

Finance

41

6.

Game, Fish, and Parks

26

Game, Fish, and Parks

20

7.

Health, ENVIRONMENT, Welfare, and Institutions

80

WELFARE, AND Institu-

30
~

92
i2,

141

Business Affairs and
Labor

114

I

....I
(JI

a.

Judiciary

9.

Local Govemment

Health-'8114.Environment,

117
66

tions aRa-&eeial-&e.vieee

40

~

62

Judiciary

80

Local Government

70

10.

State Affairs

144

State Affairs

111

11.

Transportation a•Wi~hweye

.:JlJ.

Transportation

-

920

SOURCE:

70

754

Final Legislative Status Sheet. Totals include bills, resolutions, and
memorial&, but not measures considered or referred to more than one committee.

....
For example, Senate Institutions and Social Services
is closely related to Health and Environment in subject-matter
orientation and to the executing departments with which each
deals. In the House, Business Affairs quite frequently deals
with legislation that affects labor as well as the business
sector, and the reverse is true with respect to labor legislation handled by the Labor and Employment Relations Committee.
In 1967, the Senate Business Affairs Committee and the Senate
Labor Committee were consolidated, and few, if any, problems
have resulted since.
(2) Three Committee
Each member of the House an
ena e,
t ce an except ons, would be
assigned membership on t~ree Committees of Reference. House
members now serve on ei er three or four committees. Senate
members, including members of the Joint Budget Committee, serve
on four. The only exceptions are Senate majority and minority
leaders who serve on one and two committees, respectively.
However, the leadership, members of the Joint Budget
Committee, and members of the Rules Committee should not, the
Committee believes, serve on even three Committees of Refererence, due primarily to the fact that these legislators
should be relieved of as much extra workload as possible. But
from the standpoint of mathematics, some of these individuals
would have to be given some committee assignments if there are
to be eleven 15-member House committees and 11-member Senate
Committees. The preferred assignments and the number of Committees of Reference each serves on at the present time are
shown below:
Preferred
Present
Committee
Committee
Officers
A11ignments
As1ignments
None
None
Speaker
Three
House Majority Leader
One
Five Other Members of
Four
Two
Rules
Two
One
House Minority Leader
Three House Members of
Joint Budget Committee

One (Appropriations)

Senate Majority Leader
Three Senate Members of
Joint Budget Committee

None
Two
~Appropriations~
and one other
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Two
One
Four

The Committee recognizes that adjustments in either
the size of conunittees or the number of assignments given to
the individual legislators would be necessary if the party
split in either house is close. For instance, if the above
proposal for the leadership, etc., were to be rigidly adhered
to, a situation could arise wherein the total number of committee assignments given to the majority party is 111aller than
the number given to the minority party. This would be occa•
sioned by the fact that more members of the majority party are
affected by the above suggested reduction in conaittee assignments than the minority party, as illustrated in the following
example:
A.

If the Senate party split were 18 Republicans - 17 Democrats, the total committee
assignments would be -3 Connittee Assignments xl8 Republicans• 54
3 Conai ttee Assignments x 17 Democrats • ~
Total Assignments

B.

•

105

A total of five committee assignments would
be lost by the Republicans since the Majority Leader would have no assignments and the
Republican Joint Budget Committee members
would have only two assignments. Thus,
total Republican assignments are reduced to
49.

Conversely, the Democrats would lose a total
of only one assignment, the one for the
partr•s Joint Budget Committee member; the
tota assignments would thus be reduced to
50.

'

Thus, in order for the Senate Republicans to maintain
a one vote majority on each of the 11 committees, if there
were a 17-18 party split, it would be necessary to add a
total of 12 assignments, one to equal the Democrats total of
50 plus 11 more to assure control.
The above named Senate members could be given some of
the necessary extra coaunittee assignment, which, in effect,
would increase committee membership fl'OIII nine to ten.
An altemative would be to reduce the size of the••bership per individual committee.
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III,

Procedural Rule Changes

The Cormnittee on Legislative Procedures recoaended
some changes in the Joint Rules of the House. and Senate, the
Rules of the House, and the Rules of the Senate during the
1971 interim. The following is a list of the rule changes
reconanended:

(l) Joint Rule No. 16 -- Re: Correction Sched•
ule to correct non-substantive errors in
bills and revisors comments in substantive
errors.

(2)

Joint Rule No. 26 -- Re: Correction of
substantive errors which cannot be corrected pursuant to Joint Rule No. 16.

(3)

Joint Rule No. 20 -- Re: Delivery of enrolled bills to the Governor within twentyfour hours after Senate and House presiding
officers signatures.

(4)

House Rule No. 'Z7 (b) and House Rule No.
31 -- Unanimous consent to dispense with
the reading of a bill at length shall be
presumed; the change accords with Senate
Rule No. 11 providing the same.

(5)

In considering the Citizens Conference on
State Legislatures 23 recormnendations on
the Colorado General Assembly (discussed in
full in Chapter IV of this Report), the
Committee also recommends that the House
Jdppt a rule similar to Senate Rule No. 22
\dJ. The Senate Rule provides that no final
action on a bill may be taken unless the
chairman announces it in advance of the
meeting. The number, sponsor, title, and
conmittee is printed in the Daily Calendar
of the day on which the bill is to be taken
up. The Committee further recommends that
such announcements be made at least two
days (instead of one day) in advance and
the published notice be in the Daily Calendar the day before meeting.
No specific language was recommended.
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Joint Rule No, 16 -- Revisor's Correction Schedule
lows:

The intent of the revision of Joint Rule 16 is as fol-

(a) To establish an improved procedure for making
non-substantive corrections in bills outside Committee of
Reference or outside floor action;
(b) To provide a method by which the Revisor's Office
can make preliminary revisor's comments on the substance of
bills prior to second or third reading; and
(c) To provide, as at present, the method for attaching to bills substantive comments before introduction into
the second house.
No. 16:

The following is the recommended revision of Joint Rule
(a) Errors in spelling, punctuation, grammer, and matters of fonn, where no change of
meaning will occur, may be corrected by the Revisor of Statutes, Secretary of the Senate, or
the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives
prior to the engrossing or enrolling of any
bill, resolution, or memorial, and such corrections shall be noted on a standard Correction
Schedule attached to the measure itself.
(b) Recommended substantive changes or
corrections of a bill or concurrent resolution,
notice of conflicting provisions in another measure, and other similar matters shall be contained in a Revisor's preliminary conunent and
shall be delivered to the prime sponsors of the
measures and the chairman of the committee of
reference to which the measure was assigned, at
any time prior to second or third reading.
(c) Substantive changes or corrections of
a bill or concurrent resolution, which will
change the meaning thereof, shall be recommended
by comment of the Revisor of Statutes attached
to the measure after its passage by one house
and prior to its introduction in the second
house. Such comment made at any other time shall
be attached to the measure by the house having
custody thereof, and its receipt shall be noted
in the journal. No such changes or corrections
shall be effective until adopted by the second
house.
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(1) Non-substantive Corrections. Presently, there
are two methods by which non-substantive errors in bills can
be corrected -- through the procedures set up by Joint Rule
No. 16 and through amendment.
The present Joint Rule No. 16 provides that the chief
enrolling clerks of the two houses, under the supervision of
their respective services committees, may correct typographical errors and errors in punctuation, and list such corrections in the Joumals of the respective houses.
Secondly, according to Joint Rule No. 3, after a bill
has passed one house, it is transmitted to the Revisor of
Statutes office for suggestions or revisions before being sent
to the second house. At this time, if the Revisor discovers
a non-substantive error, the Revisor attaches that infomation
to the bill. In addition, the Revisor has a practice of sending a letter to the sponsor of a bill notifying him on any
error -- non-substantive or substantive -- whether the bill is
in the house of origin or in the second house.
At present, non-substantive errors found by the Revisor must be corrected by amendment to that measure.
Both methods of correcting non-substantive errors outlined above pose some problems.
The procedure established through Joint Rule No. 16
has resulted in increased costs of Journal printing and has
resulted in considerable "paper work" for the enrolling rooms.
Correcting non-substantive errors through amendment
results in wasting committee time and floor time, and in
tum, those amendments must be printed in the Journal, resulting in added costs. Another problem is that to notify a
sponsor that an amendment must be made, a Revisor's comment
must be delivered. However, the confidence in the Revisor's
letter or comment as a whole is lessened because some legislators may look at them as adding to the volume of paper received ever:y day during the session. Viewing non-substantive
letters or comments in such fashion trends to "play-down" the
importance of Revisor's notes which must also notify a sponsor of a substantive error in a bill.
In order to alleviate the problems discussed above
the Committee recommended the wording found in paragraph la)
of Joint Rule No. 16. Under this provision, the Revisor of
Statutes, the Chief Clerk of the House, or the Secretar:y of
the Senate would be permitted to make non-substantive corrections to bills at any time. These corrections are to be noted
on a standardized correction schedule attached to the bill.
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There would be no requirement to print these non-substantive
corrections in the Journals of the respective houses.
The use of a correction schedule would replace the
need for the language found in the present Joint Rule No. 16
and would eliminate the need for a Revisor's comment in those
instances. The correction schedule would, in effect, eliminate the use of committee and floor time to make non-substantive amendments, reduce the volume of paper work to individual legislators from the Revisor, reduce the paper work in
the enrolling room, and save costs of printing changes in the
Joumal whether through amendment or by the Service Committees.
of
to
Pursuant to Joint Rule No. 3, after a bill has passed
one house, it is transmitted to the Revisor of Statutes office for suggestions or revisions before being sent to the
second house. The Revisor must attach to the bill a notification of a substantive error or conflict with another bill
before such bill goes to the second house. The sponsor of
the measure is also notified through the Revisor•s practice
of delivering a comment while the bill is in the house of
origin or in the second house. These errors or conflicts must
be corrected through amendment.
Revisor's Comment -- Parara h b). The
present pract ce o the Revisor in onning t e sponsor of a
measure of an error or conflict with another measure through
a letter as soon as such error or conflict is discovered adds
to the volume of paper that a legislator receives.
Therefore, in order to help alleviate this problem,
the Committee recommends the· language of paragraph (b) of the
revised Joint Rule No. 16. According· to this provision, the
Revisor would notify the prime sponsors and the chainnan of
the appropriate committee of reference with a "preliminary
Revisor• s comment" at any time prior to second or third reading. The rule would require letters to be sent on bills
which are starting to proceed through the General Assembly,
but preclude notes on every bill as at present practice. Such
substantive changes would, however, require an amendment to
the bill.
Revisor•s Comment -- Parara h c). Paragraph (c) of
the rev se
oint Rue o.
contains some of the present
requirements of Joint Rule No. 3. According to paragraph (c),
the Revisor of Statutes shall attach any comment concerning
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substantive changes to a bill when the measure in question
goes from the house of origin to the second house.
Correction of Errors After Bill Passage -- Joint Rule No. 26
Joint Rule No. 26 is a new rule which would provide a
procedure for making substantive corrections to bills which
have passed both houses. The recommended rule provides:
If after amendment and passage of a bill by
the second House, the Officer of Revisor of
Statutes finds an error, conflict, or inconsistency created by said amendment which cannot be
corrected pursuant to Joint Rule No. 16, said
office shall clearly indicate such fact upon
said bill and return it and the necessary correction to the second House for consideration of
the correction as soon as practicable and without the necessity of a motion for reconsideration or the matter being placed on the calendar.
On receipt of such bill and the necessary correction, the second House shall consider only
the motion: "To amend the bill by the adoption
of the correction and the repassage of the bill
as so amended". If the motion passes, the bill
shall be considered as repassed on Third Reading
as so amended and shall be returned to the House
of introduction. If the motion fails, the bill
shall be retumed to the House of introduction.
No other action may be taken by the second
House. This Joint Rule shall be an alternative
procedure to the rules of each House and these
Joint Rules concerning reconsideration and recall of bills and the consideration of bills by
conference conanittees.
Presently there is no procedure to make substantive
corrections to bllls after the measure is passed by both
houses without "opening up" the bill for further amendments.
For example, during the 1971 session, the UCCC, as passed,
had a substantive inconsistency because of two effective
oates -- Julr 1, 1971 for supervised loans and administration
and October , 1971 for all other sections of the act -- and
there was no method to correct that inconsistency. Under the
procedure provided by the new Joint Rule No. 26, such error
could be corrected without "opening up" the bill to additional amendments.
For instance, if the Revisor's Office finds an internal inconsistency of a substantive nature when a bill has
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been amended and has been passed by the second house, the Revisor shall clearly indicate that fact upon that bill and return it with the necessary correction which is to be considered to the second house. It is or "would not be" necessary to have a motion for reconsideration or be placed on the
calendar of that second houseo In the second house, only the
motion to correct the substantive inconsistency shall be considered, and, if such motion is.adopted, the bill is considered repassed on third reading and would be returned to the
house of origin. However, if that motion fails, the bill
would be returned to the house of origin as originally passed
by the second house. When considering these corrections, the
second house shall not consider any other action on the bill.
Joint Rule No, 20 -- Present Bills to Governor Within 24 Hours
after Signature
The Committee recommends the adoption of the amended
version of Joint Rules Nos. 18 and 20 as shown below:
Joint Rule No. 18
When any bill shall have been passed by
both houses, the eR•el*meRt ENROLLING clerk of
the originating house shall furnish the Legislative Drafting Office the bill as passed in
final fonn and shall order such bill to be
printed or typed in the fonn which shall appear
in the session laws of Colorado for the current
year. Bills so printed or typed shall further
be prepared in the fonn necessary for signature
by the President and secretary of the Senate,
the Speaker and chief clerk of the House of Representatives, and for the approval and signature of the Governor. At the time the correctly
enrolled bill is printed OR TYPED by the Legislative Drafting Office, it shall deliver THE
ENROLLED BILL AND sufficient additional copies
to the eR•ell■eR• ENROLLING clerk OF THE ORIGINATING HOUSE. PRIOR TO THE TIME THE FINAL ENROLLED BILL IS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE
SENATE OR THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE FOR SIGNATURE,
A COPY OF THE FINAL ENROLLED BILL SHALL BE DELIVERED TO THE ORIGINAL SPONSOR.
Joint Rule No. 20
After an enrolled bill has been signed by
the President and Secretary of the Senate and
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the Speaker and chief clerk of the House of Representatives, the enrolled bill shall be immediately returned to the house in which it was
originally introduced. The enrolled bill shall
then be delivered and presented to the Governor
within twenty-four hours.
The amendatory language in Joint Rule No. 18 was taken
from the existing wording in Joint Rule No. 20.
Joint Rule No. 20 contains a new provision which the
Committee believes will require the Governor to act faster on
legislation than is now the case.
The rule would require
delivery of bills directly to the Govemor within 24 hours
after the last legislative signature has been affixed thereto. This would mean that the time alloted to the Govemor by
Article IV, Section 11 in which to sign bills (i.e.', ten days
after delivery while the General Assembly is in session and
30 days after adjournment sine die) would begin to elapse
sooner than is at present. Under current procedure, bills as
a matter of courtesy are delivered first to the Attomey General for his opinion before they are delivered to the Governor. Consequently, the time in which the Governor must act
does not commence to elapse until he has actual possession of
the bill, which has meant, that some bills are not finally
acted upon by the Governor for weeks after a bill has been
passed by the General Assembly.
In recent years, at least, such delays have occurred
only while the General Assembly is in session since the Govemor has only 10 days to act at that time.
Under the Committee's recommendation, the Attomey
General would still receive copies of bills as a courtesy at
the same time as the Governor. Thus, as a practical matter,
more pressure will be put on the Govemor•s Office and Attomey General's Office to screen legislation sooner than is
now the case.
But the Committee also recognizes that the General
Assembly itself has the concurrent responsibility of arranging its work load in such a manner that hundreds of bills
are not sent to the Govemor all at once as is now the case
at the end of each working session.
For example, an analysis of the 1965, 1967, 1969, and
1971 sessions of the General Assembly prepared by the staff
for the Committee revealed that nearly three-fourths of each
of these four sessions elapsed before even as many as 80 per
cent of the bills which eventually passed second reading in
the first house had been acted upon by that house by that
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time. As revealed by the following table, usually the percentage of bills passed which eventually passed second reading in the first house is closer to 55 or 60 percent at the
time when the session is three-fourths completed:
Percentaqe of Bills Havin~ Second
Reading -- Three-fourt s of
Session Completed

.!2ll

12.22

1967

1965

House

64.9%

53.0%

68.8%

50.2%

Senate

57.8%

54.8%

80.1%

65.9%

If action is not taken in a timely fashion in the first
house, a log-jam must necessarily result in the second house.
Since the General Assembly traditionally recesses for a
short period of time after its work is completed in order to
allow the staff to catch up on the paper work, including enrolling bills, technically the legislature is still in session which means that the Governor has 10 days in which to
act on bills. If 100 or 200 bills are "dropped" on him at
the same time (which could conceivably happen due to the computerized system of bill drafting now being perfected), it
would be unreasonable to expect the Govemor to act intelligently on each and ever:y bill in 10 days.

Di

Bills at Len th -- House Rule Zl b)

The Committee recommended that House Rules 27(b) and
31 be amended to conform with Senate Rule 11 which provides
that "the unanimous consent of the members present to dispense with the reading ••• shall be presumed." The following
are the amended versions of House Rules Zl(b) and 31!
House Rule No. 27
(b) Every bill shall be read by title when
introduced, which shall constitute first reading,
and at length on two different days prior to its
being finally passed. ~reviaes,-heweve~,-,het
ftesift~-et-ieft~th-ef-efty-eiii-aey-ee-ais,efteea
with-ey-~fteftiae~s-eefteeAt-ef-the-aeuere-,reeeftiw
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Wft¼ess-e- ■e■ee~-ef-the-MeYse-shell-~e~Yeet-the

~eeaiftt-ef-e-ei¼l-ift-fYll-wheft-•he-eill-ie-eeiRt
eeReiee~ea-eft-thi~a-~eeaift,,-it-ehell-ee-nee-ey
~i~le-eftly-eR4-eweh-YfteRiMwe-eefteeR•-ehel,-ee
•••••4-tiveRw Reading before the House sitting
as committee of the whole shall constitute second reading. UNLESS A MEMBER SHALL REQUEST THE
READING OF A BILL IN.FULL WHEN IT IS BEIOO CONSIDERED ON SECOND OR ON THIRD READING, IT SHALL
BE READY BY TITLE ONLY, AND THE UNANIMOUS C~SENT OF THE MEMBERS PRESENT TO DISPENSE WITH
THE READING OF THE BILL AT LENGTH SHALL BE PRESUMED.

House Rule

No. 31

Every bill on general or special orders
shall be considered by the House sitting as
committee of the whole. The title of every
bill shall be read in any event, but reading at
length may be dispensed with ~y-wReRi■ewe-eeR
eeR•••f-the-aeue•e-,••••R• IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE PROVISIONS OF RULE Z7 (b) OF THESE RULES,
or in the event the commfttee votes to recommend that the enacting clause be stricken.
Article V, Section 22 of the Colorado Constitution requires that all bills be read at length on two different days
in each house, and that the reading can be dispensed if there
is unanimous consent of all the members present.
SECTION 22. Reading and tassa~e of bills.
Every bill shall be read by ti le wen introduced, and at length on two different days in
each house; provided, however, any reading at
length may be dispensed with upon unanimous consent of the members present ••••
Presently, based upon the above constitutional provision, the Senate presumes the unanimous consent is given,
while in the house, this unanimous consent must be given by
the members present.
In order to speed up the legislative process through
the elimination of an unnecessary fomality, the Conunittee
recommended the change in the house rule. It was noted bI
Committee members that a member should have the right to nsist that a bill be read at length, but that there is enough
pressure on an individual legislator not to irresponsibly
demand bills to be read at length.
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IV
In 1969, the Citizens Conference on State Legislatures
(CCSL), headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri, undertook a
detailed study of all 50 state legislatures in order to determine whether legislatures were effective institutions and
whether they were responsive to the citizenry they represent.
The Citizens Conference released its findings in February, 1971! in a publication entitled "Citizens Conference on
State Leg slatures Report on an Evaluation of the 50 State Legislatures." A pocket book, based on the CCSL st\ldy, entitled
"The Sometime Governments", was released this past summer.
The "f.A,1.1.R." System of Ranking States
In the study, each state legislature was ranked relative to all other state legislatures on its ability to do its
job. Colorado was ranked No. 28. Table II contains the overall ranking of each state plus the ranking each received in
the five principal criteria CCSL used in judging whether a
legislature possessed the minimum tools to accomplish its constitutional charges.
How did CCSL rank Colorado No. 28? At the outset of
its study, CCSL posed the following question: "Given the
prevalent understanding of the American system, what major
characteristics can the citizenry reasonably expect their legislatures to display?"
·
As necessary conditions of fulfilling their responsibilities, the CCSL concluded that legislatures must be: 1)
Functional; 2) Accountable; 3) Informed; 4) Independent; and
5) Representative. A questionnaire consisting of some 156
questions,· some with several parts, was submitted to legislators, legislative leaders, and senior staff members in all 50
states. CCSL staff also interviewed many of these individuals.
State constitutions and the rules of the legislature were also
utilized.
The 156 questions were grouped into the five major
characteristics listed above, the first letters of which fom
the acronym "f.A.I.I.R.". The F.A.I.I.R. system was further
broken down into criteria and subcriteria. Table III shows
the five major characteristics of the F.A.I.I.R. system and
the criteria and subcriteria breakdown.
Colorado's F.A.I.I.R. Ranking.
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Legislatures were

scored on each·of the major F.A.I.I.R. objectives. Thus, the
.final step in evaluating a legislature was to decide how important each question was in scoring that legislature on the
five characteristics of F.A.I.I.R. In order to place an importaJ1ce on questions, a system of "preferred" answers was
established for each of the 156 questions. In the technical
portion of the CCSL report, opposite each question is the
"preferfed answer" and the "state answer". An example of the
preferred answer versus Colorado's answer pertains to "Functionality, Time and its Utilization":
CCSL
Preferred
Answer

Colorado

Bill filing

Yes

Yes

Introduction of Bills

Yes

Yes

Committee Referral

Yes

Yes

Conmittee Reports

Yes

No

Floor Action

Yes

No

Report out of 2nd House

Yes

No

Report out of Conmittee
in 2nd House •••

Yes

No

CCSL Question

Angwer

Which of the following deadlines are used
to regulate the formal
flow of work through
the legislature:

The figures in parentheses in Table III, show Colorado's
overall ranking plus its ranking for each of the five major
criteria. Asterisks denote those particular areas in which
Colorado was judged ta be lacking.
The Citizens Conference 23 Specific Recommendftions for Colorado
CCSL made 23 specific recommendations for improving
the Colorado General Assembly. The Committee on Legislative
Procedures reviewed each of these items. In general, the Committee found that many of the recommendations should be studied in more detail during the 1972 interim. other items, the
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Table II
RANK ORDER OF STATES BY OVERALL RANK AND F.A.I.I.R. CRITERA
Overall
Rank

.1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

State
Califo_rnia •...•........•.••....
New York ................ .
Illinois .......•....•....•..
Florida ............•.......
Wisconsin ............•.....
Iowa .................... .
Hawaii ................... .
Michigan ................. .
Nebraska ........•.........
Minnesota ................ .
New Mexico ...........•....
Alaska ........•...........
Nevada ..•..•............._.
Oklahoma ...•.............
Utah .•.•..............•..
Ohio .....•....•..........
South Dakota ............. .
Idaho •....•...............
Washington ..........•..•..
Maryland ...........•.....•
Pennsylvania ..........••...
North Dakota ............. .
Kansas ................•...
Connecticut ...........•....
West Virginia .............. .
Tennessee ........•...•....
Oregon ................... .
Colorado ................. .
Massachusetts ............. .
Maine ............•........
Kentucky .....•............
New Jersey ............... .
Louisiana .....•......•.....
Virginia .......•...•.......
Missouri •..•...•.........•.
Rhode Island .......•......•
Vermont .••.....•.....•.•.
Texas ..................•..
New Hampshire ......••...•.
Indiana ..............•....
Montana ..............•...
Mississippi .....•........•..
Arizona ................... .
South Carolina ............. .
Georgia .................. .
Arkansas ..••..•........•.•
North Carolina ............. .
Delaware .........•........
Wyoming ................. .
Alabama .....•............

Functional

Accountable

Informed

•

. .l
4

...... 3

. .. -·---- .•. •· 2

13

17
5

4

1
6

7
6
2
15
35
27
3
8
13
9
38
18

23
20
12
16
37

22
31
39
10
30

8
21
6
11

22
1

7
16
29
10
27
5

24
12
9
17
31

14
35
34
2
42
39
19
30

33

46

19

20
36

34

33

44

38
28
43
47
45
49
40
37

48

5

11

10
25

20
9
16
13
28
12
19
24
8

7

16

48
41
50
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23
39
6
14

22
29

7

40

15
29

16
27
19
15
5
37

25
10
17
14
26
37
11
35
21
22

25

26

4

18
15
26

21
32
29
49
14
47
25
36

46
11
50
40
41
24
43
42

3

23

28

45

4

12
30

32
48
18

33
27
40
30
34
43
42
41
31
45
38
39
36
46

44
47
50
49

32
25
24
9
35
28

. •·• , ....

-- . 2.•.

3_
8
2
1

23

32
44

Independent . - . Representativ£

1
13
30

3
18
12

4
40

32
8
24
9
37
21
39
45
36
31
34'
6

21

15
26
19
27
23

18

22

44

7

31
13
26
49
41
42
45
36
43
46
20
17
10
33
34
47
38

35
14

48
50

46
5
11
47
17
43
20
49
28
50
46
38

33
44
29
42
41

•

Tole III

CITIZENS CONFERENCE ON STATE LEGISLATURE'S
F.A.I.I.• R. SYSTEM
Colorado Overall Rank 28)
Jo'UNCTIONALITY

CrilA'ria

(21)

*-1.

C. Facilities

,()itcria

3. General C'.omplexity

ifs. Anti-1.imbo Provisions
6. Manning, Scheduling, CoonJination and Rudgeling
B. Adt'qua<.-y of lnform:ition and
Public Access to it (Comprehensibility

in Practice)

6. u•acler's om~.....

,'\ctivities

*s. Facilities for Service Agmcies
~- Member's Offices
D. Struclural Characteristic& Related
to Manageability
10. Size of Hou* 11. Sl.llnding Commillee Structure

E. Organization and Procedurea to
Expedite Flow of Work
12. Origination and Sponsorabip of
Billa
13. Joint Comr.1ittee U'lllge

of

C-ommittce

AcceM to

Legislative

8. Rerords or Voling and Deliberation

9. Character and Quality of Bill
Documents
10. Conditions of Ar.ce&11 by l'ress
and Media

11. Information on Legislators•
Interests
12. Information on Lobbyists
C. Internal Account.ability
13. Diffusion and Constraints on
Leadmihip
14. Treatment of Minority

(28)

Crilc>ria

iti.

2. Preses.siun ,\ct.ivilie~
'B. Standing Committee's (as Jnformatiou Proce!!..,ing mtd A;,plying Units)
3. Nurabn of CommiUet,s
*-1. ·Teslimony
5. Facil itil's
C. Interim Activit.ies
*6. Interim Aclivities
7. Structu~ and ,Starring
8. Reporting llfld Records
D. J,'onn an,! Charncter of Hills
9. Bill Status and Hi,o:tory
10. Bill Cont.enf.and Summaries
11. Quantity and Distribu:ion
* 12. Tinwliness and Quality
*E.·Profes.•:ioual Staff Resources
13. General Research Co·,erage
14. Legal
F. Fiscal Revi~w Cap;ibilit.ie&
15. Fiscal Re~ponsibility
16. St.aJf Support for Fi:ical
Anal::~is and Re,··•,,
17. Fiscal Nol~~

Frequl·m·y a!ld D1•nlion

or

l. Identir1cation

Ses:,ions

B. Diwrsily

2. Expenclit.ure Control &nd Compensation-Reimbun=ernent Powers

2. Qual,rit:alion~
3. Comix-11F;.1!mn

3. RPapportionment

4. Volin;: !lt•14uirements

B. Legis)a.ive Intlependf'llcc of Excc:ul.iVP. Branc:h
4. Acccs.~
Analysis

*

(27)

Suhnil,'ra
A. hl,•ntifirnl ion or ,,1embt>rs an,l
Consli luen i.~

Suh::ril•~riu
A. u-gislali"I! Aul<momy Rl'gaicling
Lc-,;islali\:e Proc:ed111es

1. Session Time

il!J. Explicit Rules and Procedvres

Publi<,

Crii.Ni'1

Subct·it.r:ria

1. Districling
2. Selection of IRaders

7.

INDEPE!'.flE:'ICE

CY21YTY

A. 1-~nough Ti~1e

A. Comprebensihility in Principle

5. Chambers

*1. Committ.H Facilities

*

(25)

SuiM·rileria

Subrriteria

*t4. Treatment
Reports

INf''llli\lATION IIA..'lDLlNG

ACCOUNT ABILITY

Criteri3

A. Time and its UlilizaUon
1. Re"lriclions on the Frequency,
Length and ~clas of Sessions,
and Interim Periods
iii.!. Tf>Chniqucs for I.he Mal18R'!ment
or Time Rl!!!Ouref'S
*3. USP.Sor presession Time
D. Gt'neral PurpoR SI.all
Vrl"!Onal Aides and Assistants to
I.eader.1 end Memhml

7

--·--•--·---------.---------,-..,..-,----------,,---·--------------.----------------'
llF:rllE3F.NfA'fl\'1':NESS

to

lnformalion

C. Mcmlx-r E£foctivem.~
5. Size 11nd Complexit.y of Lt'gi~lative lncly

and

D1£!usion and Conalraints on
Lead,.Mhip

6.

5. Velo Relationships
il6. Lieutenant c;;,vcmor Problem
7. Budget Powers
8. Miscellaneous
C. Capabilily for Effective Oftl'sigbt
of Executive Operations
9. Oversight C.apabililies
10. Audit C'.apabilily
D. Interesl G1oups
*11. Lobbyists
E. ConOicts am.I Dit1lioa or 1:-.te,~t
12. Dilution of Interest

7. Access to Resources

-Is. Tre11tmc-nt of Minority
9. Knc.wn Rult!s
10. Dill Reading

16. Anti-Limbo l'roYisiona

16. Emergency Procedures
17. Bill Cllff)'-o"'
F. Promions for Management 1111d
Coordination
18. Continuity and Powen of Leadenhip

l !I. lntl'r-Houlll.' Coordination
G. Order and Dipit:, of OD'ke
*20. Order and Decorum

The accompanying table show~ the criu•rin and i;,.t,.critP.ria
used in evaluating 5\atc legislatures' pot.eutial for 1:1c?etin,: their
responsibilities ur.der the A1neri•·llll s:,st,~m · of go"ernment. Tl:~
Jt,ttcred h~adingi: (A, 8, C. l>, etc. I are the crit.cria, ar.d the
1
numbered headingii ore I.ht.' sub-criteria.· The 10 SUlH'rilr.ria
under Representativeness, for exampll',' make up t.he l.hrce
criteria of .. ldeulification," "Divcniity," ·an.I ''Mt·mlJt>r EIT,!c-tiwenesa." Information supplied by sta..e legislators and Ntaff
membt-n on the t;asi, of a questionnllift! was used in deL,•m,in-

I

ing the eonl.cr,t of lite 11u1t,bered sub-cr.te1ia. '11,r &U 1>-<:.it.ctia,
in tam, wi:re u&-d .o d<?iennine 3 s..-or~ for n !httc o,i each of
the critt.-ria. Curuhi11(.d and w,.;.gt,tcd IIC\J11!11 c11 tl:c nit...1-ia thlin
yielded a state's sc-.~re 011 a majot chllrnCl.eri~l,ic. .\ fiaal, ::ivcrall
ranking for a :.!.ate rclctive to ~ olt,Jr <l!l was dcrl~ed from its
c,omt,incd sco::-es on all five ,n.:jor chiaractcr.st.ics. Thf> rrsult i11 n
r.leor inJication of bow weil each l..!;li&la:.ta-..• is cq~irrro to be
fu•ir;tion.al, accountable, l.lformed in.:cr,~1id~n\ anti
rcr ,-..Y~nt.aLi\1!.

I

*Areas in which there were specific recommendations for Colorado.

I

·----

Conmittee believes, are already implemented to it• 1atisfaction or they are being recommended elsewhere in thi1 report.
At anr rate, the Co•ittee believes it ought to aake •oae
inter m response at this time to the CCSL reco•endations.
CCSL's specific fecoamendations are quoted below, followed by a comment on what has been done or what the Coaittee
believes should be done.
The first five CCSL recommendations pertain to the
physical facilities available to the legislature, its staff,
and the pre11 •.

1.

I■prove

a9d expand phv•t;•i faciltties.

During tlli past few years, some
prove■en •
have been made in Ypgradiag the physical facilities of the legislature and in providing offices
for legislative leaders, creating committee meeting and hearing rooms, installing electronic
media coverage facilities and expanding the space
available to staff agencies. These improvements
have been accomplished by occupying and renovating space in the Capitol. Nevertheless! space
remains one of the pressing problems wh ch interfers with the legislature's ability to make
other improvements. Consideration has been given
recently to the construction of a new legislative
office building or a state office building into
which to move administrative agencies now housed
in the Capitol. One or another of these alternatives should be selected and implemented. The
feasibility of a number of the following recommendations depend upon that action.
2. Individual offices. Provide private,
individual offices for every member of the legislature, with nearby space for their assistants. The quality and amount of office space
should not differ substantially between majority
and minority party members. At a lllinillUll,
leaders, minority and majority! should have private offices for themselves, w th separate,
nearby offices for their assistants. A beginning can be made toward providing offices for
members by making space available for shared
offices 111ong •all numbers of members at first,
then gradually reducing the nwaber who share
space until a private office is provided for
each ■euer.
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3. Facilities for co•itteef• Legislative
effectiveness requires that comm! tees have adequate phrsical facilities in which to do their
work. Th s includes an adequate number of committee rooms and an adequate number of hearing
rooms that will pel"llit the seating of larger
audiences. The number of adequate hearing rooms
should be increaaed.
4. Service aeenc~ facilitiel. Space for.
service agencies soul provide a equate working
space for professional and clerical staff aa
well as library, files and other storage requirements. Space for service agencies is inadequate
and should be expanded.
5. Im rove pres! facilities. Improved
press facil 1ties aidn the coverage of the work
of the legislature. Committee rooms, and both
chambers or galleries, should provide adequate
space for the news media as well as .. lighting and
electrical power connections for their equipment.
Conference or interview rooms and office 1pace
should also be provided for the news media.
Committee Rt~ponset The Committee believes that the
problems pesed i n e five recommendations quoted above are
part of the broader space problem faced by the State of Colorado in the Capitol Hill area. A start toward fi,nding a
solution to the space problem faced by the Legislativ~Judicia~ and Executive Branches was made in the 1971 Session with
tile passage of S.J.R. No. 14,--✓ which delineated a perimeter
in the Capitol area for plann1ng future development and expansion of state office buildings.
· .
The two interrelated general themes that run throughout
the CCSL recommendations are the need for individual office
space and the need for legislators to have more individual
staff assistance. But as CCSL recognizes in Reco•endation
No. 1 above, there is need either to construct a new building
for legislators or to construct an office building to aove
·
other agencies out of the Capitol. It is estimated that anadequatelI'1sized legislativtoffice buildini would cost at least
$3 11111 on (excluding lan costs). But so utions to the problem of finding ways tofu d capital construction in general do
not appear evident at this point and construction of a new office building is certainly part of that problem.
Committee Recommendations. In view of the above circumstances, the Committee makes the following recommendations
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in response to CCSL's five recommendations on improving physical facilities:
(a) As part of the Committee's 1972 interim work, a
detailed study of future legislative space needs be conducted,
including a floor-by-floor analysis of how the Capitol Building could be utilized. Such a study would include how the
available space could be used for office space for legislators and staff assistants and how such utilization may affect
the non-legislative agencies occupying the building.
(b) Apart from the CCSL report,
islative parking problem should also be
At present there are only 24 spaces for
that can be used during the interim and
this is inadequate.

solutions to the legpart of the study.
legislative parking
the Committee thinks

(c) The Committee recommends that the House and Senate
Chambers and committee rooms should be air-conditioned. The
Committee notes that virtually every other office and chamber
in the building now has air-conditioning.
(d) The Committee directs the attention of the Senate
Services Comm.Lttee to the advantages of installing a projector and screen in the Senate so that floor amendments could be
readily shown to all members in the chamber as is the case
with the House.
(e) In response to CCSL's Recommendation No. 5 on
press facilities, the Committee also recommends that a survey
be conducted of the wiring system in the House and Senate
chambers and committee rooms to detei'llline whether it is adequate for television. It is also noted after CCSL initial
survey that press covereage was improved substantially with
the remodelling of Room 3200 in the Capitol to provide facilities for radio and television interviews.
6~
ort Leaders). The Citizens
Conference in cate
at sta
assis ance should be provided
to all leaders of both the majority and minority parties.
Such assistance should include a secretary and an administrative assistant at the professional level, with space to work
reasonably adjacent to the offices of members and leaders."
Committee Restonse; The Committee believes that in
the final analysls,mplementation of this recommendation
would be dependent on a solution to the space question discussed above.
Thus, the Committee recommends that the leadership be
authorized to hire staff at state expense during the session,
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subject to the availability of space. In the 1971 Session,
it was reported, the majority leaders of both houses hired an
administrative assistant at their own expense and housed them
in their own offices.

Reduce the number of committee ass~ni nts.7.ncentrate
In order to make it possible for me ere
their attention and contribute

effectively, there should be no more than three
committee assignments for each member of the
lower house or four committee assignments for
each member of the Senate. The multiplicity of
assignments introduces problems of scheduling,
strains the focus of attention on the part of
members and creates an inordinately heavy workload for members if committees are as active as
they should be •••

Committee Response: In another section of this report,
the Committee has recommended several substantial changes in
the Committee structure~

a. Committee jurisdiction. A description
of the jurisdiction of committees should be contained in the rules of both houses and assignment of bills should be made to accord with the
jurisdiction of committees as described in the
rules.
Committee Response: Pending further study on this item,
it is the general consensus of the Committee that defining the
subject-matter jurisdiction of Committees of Reference would
have some of the disadvantages that are present in the Congressional system where this is followed.
9. Balanced commit~ees. Committees, in
their composition, shoul reflect as accurately
as possible the makeup of the entire house·of
which they are a part. There should be no "killer", "graveyard", or "cinch" committees.
Committee Response: A more detailed examination of
this question should be undertaken, but, as an inter~• comment on the last sentence, the Committee does not believe
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any so-called "killer" committees exist or have been created
for that specific purpose.
10. Committee bill reports. Require committees to issue reports describing and explaining
the committees action on bills recommended for
passage at the time the bill moves from the committee to the floor.
Committee Refponse: While in basic agreement with the
concept, the Commit ee believes this area ought to be examined
in more detail in the 1972 interim since sufficient time does
not now exist to determine how this would be accomplished.
However, the Connittee does make one interim recommendation pertaining to announcing house colllllittees agendas.
Under Senate Rule 22 (d), no final action on any measure can
be taken in committee unless the chaiman announces it on the
floor at least one day in advance of the meeting. The measure's number, sponsor1 title, and committee to which referred
are printed in the Daily Calendar of the day on which the
bill is to be taken up.
The Committee recommends that the House adopt a rule
similar to Senate Rule 22 (d) and that the number, sponsor,
title, and committee be published in the House Calendar.
The Committee also recommends that the notice be given
at least two daxi in advance and that the committee agenda
appear in--nie a ly Calendar of the applicable house on the
day immediately preceding the day on which the public hearing
or action is to be taken, This would also require an amendment to Senate Rule 22(dJ.
The Committee believes that more public notice should
be given than at present to facilitate publishing of co111111ittee agendas in the press. More advance notice would be particularlI advantageous to people living outside the Denver
metropol tan area.
11. Interim committees. When the legisla~
ture is not in session, the standing committees
should become the interim co1111ittees for the
purpose of conducting long-range studies of
state policy issues. The Legislative Council or
some similarly constituted, bi-partisan committee should serve as the supervising agency for
interim committees and their studies, budgets
and personnel. The major committees should be
staffed on a year-round basis.
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Conunittee Reseonse: Recommendations are contained in
other portions of this report pertaining to the establishment
of a parallel committee system so that House and Senate Committees meeting jointly can serve as study committees during
the interim.
Pertaining to staffing, in general, the Committee does
not believe that separate committee staff for each committee
of each house should be retained independent of the Legislative Council staff and that the latter should act as the staff
assistance for joint interim committees.
12. Ins all electric
CCSL recommended that t ere "sou
e an e ectric ro -call recorder
in each house. This is recommended not simply because it
would speed up the proceedings (worthwhile as this may be),
but because it is an efficient method of producing an error
free record of roll-call votes."

Committee Response. Installing an electric roll-call
system for the 65-member House (but not for the Senate) was a
previous recommendation of a prior Legislative Procedures
Committee. Two companies -- International Roll-Call Corp. and
CEECO -- demonstrated their respective systems for the Committee in 1969, and the purchase price for each was $100,000
and $63,000 ·:respectively, for a system for the House.
The Committee is not renewing tQat prior recommendation
at this time, due primarily to the cost factor involved and to
the fact that it believes there are at this time more important ways to spend this amount of money.
13. Increase legislative compensation.
following recommendation and comments:

CCSL made the

Legislative salaries should be set by statute and paid in equal monthly installments
throughout the biennium and all unvouchered expense allowances should be incorporated into an
annual salary. Actual and necessary expenses
incurred in the process of carrying out legislative duties should be reimbursed upon submission
and approval of properly vouchered evidence of
expenditures. No legislative salaries in the
United States should be below the $10,000 a year
level. Compensation of legislators in the
larger states should be in the $20,000 to $30,000
range. Colorado's legislative salaries (currently $7,600 a year) should be increased to the
$10,000 to $15,000 level on an annual basis.
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Consideration might be given to the establishment of a public commission to make appropriate
recommendations on all govemmental salaries.
Committee Response: The Committee believes that no
action on increasing legislative compensation should be taken
at this time; however, the Committee recognizes that an increasing amount of time must be devoted by each legislator to
complete the legislative business of the state.
Note should be made that the first sentence above is
in partial error -- salaries are set by statute. Each legislator is given $1,000 per month for the first four months of
each year and $450 per month for the remainder of the year,
totally $7,600 annually. "Actual and necessary" expenses
already are paid after they have been incurred and audited.
14. Reprint amended bills.
recommendation,

According to the CCSL

when a bill is amended substantially it should
be reprinted and returned to the legislature
with no more than an overnight delay. The reprint should show clearly the original text of
the bill as well as the change created by the
amendment.
Committee Response: This recommendation will be put
on the list of Items the Committee will consider in the 1972
interim.
15. Washington, o, c. office for the legislature.
CCSL recommended t e following:
With the large and growing volume of activity generated by state-federal relationships,
the legislature, beyond merely reacting to federal legislation, should be in a position to
influence the development of new programs in
accordance with the interests of the state. To
do so the legislature should have an office in
the nation's capital to represent it and to be
its most direct liaison with the Congress.
For small states, consideration might be
given to joining with a number of sister states
leither on a geographical or population basis)
for the purpose of sharing the services of a
Washington office. But in large states, the
volume of intergovemmental traffic has reached
a stage at which it would benefit the legisla-
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ture greatly to have a full-time Washington
. office.
Committee Response: The Committee believes that more
discussion must be devoted to this concept and, thus, makes
no definite response at this time.
16. Est~blish an autoraaticcalendar·of bills.
CCSL's recommen atlon in this matter is as follow$:

The

When a bill is favorably reported out of
committee to the floor, it should go automatically onto the calendar in the order. in which
it was reported out. It should require a vote
of an extraordinary majority to move a bill
from its position on calendar or to bypass it.
The xules committee should have no part in the
scheduling of bills. No session should adjourn
until all bills on calendar have been voted up
or down or, by the vote of an extraordinary
majority, .have been removed from the calendar.
Committee Response: Thi$ is a problem for the House
more than·tfie Senate.since the latter already has an automatic calendar -- Senate Rule 24 (a) provides that bills are
automatically placed on the Senate calendar for the second
day of actual session following the day on which they are reported out of committee. The Senate rules do provide for the
creation of a "Calendar Committee" to schedule the flow of
bills to the floor. Toward the end of some sessions, a Calendar Committee has been appointed as necessitated by the
heavy flow of bills being reported out of committees all at
once for final action by the Committee of the Whole. No Calendar Committee was appointed in the 1971 Session.

17. Minority part; members on committee. According to
the Citizens Conference,minority party members ·should be
assigned to committees by the Minority Leader in consultation
with the Minority Caucus."
Committee ~sponse: The Committee makes no recommendations at this tine on this facet of the legislative process~
though, perhaps, more discussion should be devoted to this
subject.
While in the House the Speaker (not the Minority Leader) makes the final determination on committee assignments,
it has been traditional that the Minority Leader be consulted
before assignments are made. Members are asked to indicate
their preferences.
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Prior to each new General Assembly in the Senate, it
has been traditional for an Ad Hoc Committee on Committees to
meet and make the committee assignments, based on personal
preferences of members which are indicated in retumed questionnaires. The Committee on Committees is composed of members of the majority and minority leaders.
18. Pre-session activities. The Citizens Conference
believes Colorado ought to amend its constitution to provide:
••• a pre-session organizing session following a
general election. Some states made advantageous
use of such a session during November or December
of a general election year for the purpose of
electing leaders, appointing committee chairmen,
assigning members to committees, referring prefiled bills to committee, holding committee organizational meetings and conducting orientation
conferences for new, as well as retuming members
of the legislature. Through such pre-session
meetings, the committees can begin their work before the regular session convenes. This makes it
possible to delay the start of the regular session
until legislation is ready for floor action. Existing plans to widen scope of pre-session activities should include the items suggested in this
general recommendation.

Conmittee Response: The Committee did not make any
similar recommendation in its revision of the legislative
article found in another section of this report.
It is the general concensus of the Committee that the
existing pre-session orientation conference held before each
new General Assembly for legislators needs further refinement
and that discussion next year should be devoted to the end of
strengthening the conference.
19. Regulation of lobbiists.
made the following recommendat on:

The Citizens Conference

The independence of the legislature and
public confidence in its processes require the
regulation of special interest advocates. Lobbyists should be required to register with an
agency of the legislature, and should be required
to disclose who employs them, on behalf of what
objectives, how much they are paid and how much
they spend and on whom. This info.:cmation should
be available to the press and the public. There
should be specific and automatic penalties for
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failure to comply with these requirementso Lobbyists in Colorado are required only to register
with an agency of the legislature.
Committee Reslonse: The Committee recommends that the
area of regulation o lobbyists be made a priority item for
the 1972 interim work of the Committee.
CCSL Recommen ations Re u rin
1 Amendments.
n a 1t1on to t e item iscusse a ove on pre-sess on
organizing sessions, the Citizens Conference made three recommendations that would require amendments to articles IV and V
of the Colorado Constitution. As noted under each recommendation, the revision of the Constitution by the Committee contains sections which would effect two of the CCSL recommendations. The first CCSL recommendation requiring constitutional
changes follows:
20. Le islative power to call special sessions. Amen the constitution to permit the
legislature to convene special sessions either
by petition of a majroity of the members of both
houses or the call of the presiding officer of
each house.

3

Connittee Response: Article V, Section 7, as recommended by the Committee, contains alternate methods by which
the General Assembly can initiate special sessions -- upon
written request of the presiding officers of each house and a
majority of the members of each house ,2!: upon the petition of
two-thirds of the members of both houses.
The second CCSL recommendation requiring constutitional changes follows:
21. Power to expand special session agendao Amend the constitution to permit the legisIature to broaden the subject matter of a governor's call of a special session by a majoritr
vote in each house, or prohibit the restrict on
of the agenda by the governor.
Committee Res onse: No specific recommendation was
made pertaining tot is recommendation, though Section 7 of
Article V contains amendatory language which would pemit the
General Assembly to remove by law the subject-matter restrictions during even-year sessions.

6

In general, the Committee believes that removing subject-matter restrictions on regular sessions is more important at this point in time than making specific provisions
for broadening the scope of a special sessi.on called by the
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Governor. Further, if deemed necessary a legislative initiated session, as discussed above could be convened.
For the third constitutional recommendation, CCSL made
the following observations and recommendations:
22. Remove Le isl tive Powers from Leutenant Govemor.
e exerc se o eg s a ve
powers including such pro fozma powers as presiding, casting tie-breaking votes, signing
enacted legislation by the Lieutenant Governor,
whether the powers derive from the constitution
or :rule book, would seem to be a particularly
serious breach of the separation of powers and
the independence of the legislature. The constitution and/or rule book should be amended to
pemit these legislative powers presently exercised by the Lieutenant Governor to be set as
the responsibility of the office of the President Pro Tem of the Senate. Although the present Lieutenant Governor has considerable legislative experience, having served as both a
member and as Speaker of the House, were the
people of Colorado to elect a Lieutenant Governor with no legislative experience, the exercise of legislative powers by the Lieutenant
Governor would be particularly awkward. In any
case, this prevents the Senate from developing
leadership of its own choosing from among its
own members.
COD1Dittee Restonse: Section 14 of Article IV was
amended 6y the Commi tee-to allow the Lieutenant Governor to
remain as presiding officer of the Senate until otherwise
provided by law.
23. Establish a Citizen Commission on Legislature.
The Citizens Conference recommended the following:
As a means of cultivating generalized support for the legislature as an institution, a
citizens commission should be created by joint
resolution of the legislatute, to study its
operations, facilities and needs and to recommend improvements. The appointive power should
be consigned to the Speaker and the President
Pro Tem on an equal basis and should include consultation with the minority leader of each house.
The citizens commission should conduct its review over a two year period, resulting in recommendations to the legislature and the public
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concerning the role the legislature is expected
to perform in development of a truly effective
and responsive state govemment, and the measures required to reach that objective. A key
function of the commission is to educate the
citizenry to problems, opportunities and needs
of the legislature. This purpose is best
served by doing much of its work through public
hearings conducted in the population centers of
the state. A commission composed of from 25.to
35 leading citizens, representing various fields
of activity, interest groups and areas of the
state can contribute much to the development of
public support for a more dynamic legislature.
Committee Response: In 1965, a committee of business
leaders appointed by the Governor reviewed the problem of
legislators• compensation. In recommending a salary increase,
the committee simultaneously recommended that the General
Assembly initiate a study of its rules, processes, and procedures
••• with view towards placing in effect modem,
efficient, time-saving, and schedule controlling procedures that will pennit the orderly
conduct of legislative business.
The Committee on Legislative Compensation continued its
comments as follows:

By intros{ection and self-discihlined internal reform he General Assembly s ould improve its public image by increasing substantially its productivity ••• and by engaging in a
serious review of legislative procedures with a
view towards achieving better utilization of
time during sessions. (emphasis added)
In response to these criticisms from non-legislators,
the interim Committee on Legislative Procedures was created
by the General Assembly in 1966. Successor Committees have
been appointed to serve during the three bienniums since
1966 to provide ,a-vehicle whereby the "introspection and
self-discipline-recommended by the Legislative Compensation
Committee could be facilitated.
As the initial Committee on Legislative Procedures
was appointed to provide a vehicle.for self-examination, the
present Committee believes that the system of self-criticism
made possible br the continuing efforts of the Legislative
Procedures Comm ttee is preferable to a citizens commission.
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The Comittee believes that more lasting and, perhaps, more
meaningful benefits have been and will continue to be derived
if legislators, rather than the public at large, have the
responsibility of both identifring the problems facing the
Colorado legislature as a key nstitution of state government
and finding solution, to these problems.
Conver1ely, the Comittee is aware that certain changes require broad support of the citizenry of Colorado. The
revision of Articles IVl V, X, and XII found in Section I of
this report is an examp e where 1uch support must be sought
and enlisted if the revi1ions aimed at strengthening the General Alsembly are going to be endorsed by the electorate.
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